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.WELCOME to a staff development module written for

the "caregiver" or "teadher" in a military child

care center. Thoughts, ideas and experiences
for working with three, four, and five year old
children will be shared with you in this module,

Caring For Preschoolers.

Self-paced instrycrtionuill be Used in this nodule

to allow you to work on your awn and at your awn
pace. A small amount of discussion about caring

for preschoolers is given in each section. Fol-

lowing the discussion, situations that really have
taken place with preschool children in child care
centers are provided. We provide you choices of

ways to handle each situation. Then, when you

flip the page, you will find why we think one
answer is better than the others. We reoognize
that often the right answer is easier to choose
when a caregiverhas the opportunity to view the
real situation with the real child. Our hope
175iesenting these situiElas is that you have
time to think, before some of these situations
occur on the job in the child care center. .

This moLle, Caring For Preschoolers, will tell
you what preschoolers are like and how you can
provide for their needs.

Preschoolers are steadily growing and are
very active.

So

Preschoolers need HEALTH AND NUTRITICNAL
GUIDANCE to support healthy growth.

Preschoolers are 'dependent an adults.

So

Preadhoolers need SECURITY in order to
develop the confidence to explore and trust
their world.

-3-



Preschoolers are curious and receptive to
learning.

-So

Preschoolers need FREEDOM to learn by observing,
questioning and experimenting.

"Preschoolers are comfortable when they know
what to expect.

So

Preschoolers need STRUCTURE to provide a
stable, fand..13117World.

Preschoolers are sensitive.

.4 So

Preschoolers need COMPASSION as they learn io
, handle their feelings.

Preschoolers are individuals.

So

Preschoolers need care that recognizes
DEVELOPMENTAL DIFFERENCES among children
'and provides for each child's individual needs.

Preschoolers are alert, open-minded and eager.

So

Preschoolers need CHALLENGE to perform at their
highest capacity.

-4-
4



Before you begin this module we have included a

preview of a few situations with choices of ways

to handle them that you may try. Read the situa-

tion, choose the best answer and circle it. You

may then wish to comparelyour answe with ours

(see page /91). Since you are just beginning,
woik slywly and minter- it is the purpose of
this mcdule to allow you to practice making
some decisions about your actions in working ,

with childon. We recognize that your experiences

in workineVith presdhoolers will be unique.
However, actions that have worked for other
caregivers may give you some ideas for handling

situations that you may face.

At the end of the ncdUle, you will find another

set of situations and ways to handle them. It

will be interesting and exciting for you to
check yourself on what you have learned by com-
paring the answers you select on the Preview
before you read the module with the ones yau
select in the Postview at the end of'the module.

-5- 9
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A primrEw

Sere are he situations with choices of possible ways to handle them which
we piomised you. Think about each situation and th en. circli what you
believe to be the best way to handle the situation. When you have fin-'
ished, you may want to compare your answers with ours (see page 191).
By doing this, you will have some idea of what you will learn in this
module about the caregiver's role in a child care center. ,

WHAT WOULD YOU .

1. Tim, an active five year old, is pushing the merry-go-round extremely
fast. The other children are delighted, but you believe the fast
speed of the merry-ground is dangerous. As a caregiver, you say:

A. "Tim, we'only push the merry,go-round as fast as we can walk.
Slow down and walk while you push it. This way no one cansbe
thrown off it because of the fast speed."

B. "Tim, on this playground, we only push the merry-go-round as
fast as we can walk. You may not push it anymore-if you cannot
follow that rule."

C. "Tim, slow dbwn so no one gets hurt'.",

2. At group time, Ryan tells the other children he has ten older brothers
playing on a professional* football.team. Ybu know that Ryan has only
a baby sister. As a caregiver, you say:

A. "Ryan, it is fan to think of people we would like to have in our
families. en, let's all think of people we would like to
inclUde in our families."

B. "Ryan, I know you have a baby sister. Why don't you tell us about
scald of the funny things she does?"

C. "Ryan, I think you have made up'a pretend story. It is fun to
pretend, isn't it?"



/

Washington, age five, has never learned.ttkzip hii jacket. Ydu uld

like to help him learn this skill As a caregiver, you say: -

."Washington, I know yau are old endugh to zip your jacket. Go

ahead now end tri.*t.
B. "Washington, watch me while I zip your jacket. -Then you can try."

C. "Washington, I .am sure you tan learn togip your jacket.. Try put-

ting the bottom of the zipper togethe. If you need help,.I will

help you." .

4., Andrea has been.clidbing high yr), a jungle gym. She.falls, tWisting

her ankle beneath her. You look at the ankle and it appears to be

-- _smelling and turning blue. .As a caregiver, you: I
A. Pick Andrea up and take,her to the-director for,observation. Ask

he other caregiver to watch your group.

B. Stay with Andrea and cOmfort lier. Calmly ask the other 4regiver

to.go andtget the director. Tell the Other children-to continue

PlaDring.

C. Take Andrea td the isolation room and a'pplAirst aid measures

5. 'Most of the children have came to the center with store-bought

valentines for' one another. Brenda hides hers because they are ham:

made. As a caregiver, you say:

(

A. "Brenda, homemade falentines are the best kind becadse theY took

special thought and patience to make. I know the children will'

like your valentines." 3

B. "Boys and girls, there are many kinds of valentines. Same are

bought in stares and some are made at I. All valentines are
specialibecause they tell someone you like them."

C. "Boys and girls, Brenda has done a verY special thing ='she has

made a valentine for each of you. Brenda, dhow the children your

valentines."

-7--
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6. Amy, a young three year old, moves fram,actil'zity to activity. She
often smells whatever toy she picks up. As a caregiver, you:

A. Should realize that Amy uses her sense4of smell to learn.

B. Cuestion Amy's father'about,his daughter'S unusual habit.
410

C. Ask the supervisor to,watch Amy when this habit is most observable.

7. Tammy, who is Bour,'snatches.toys awai from-other Children. You would
like to help Iler learn toi ask for, rather 'than grab, toys. Aá a
caregiver, yoesay:

.

-A. "Tammy, I want you,to learn to ask for toys you want. You will
get along better with the other children if you learn to ask. Now"
say, 'Please may I have the truck?'" -

B. "Tammy, in this roam we ask for what-we want. Bobby is playing
'with-that truak. Eind another toy with which to play."

'

C. "Tammy, after
be your turn.
.play with the
carry out the

4

Bobby finishes Playing with the truck, it will
All'the children in this room wait their turns to

toys." Then stay with Tammy briefly to help her
rule.

8.- Albert is plaYincTin thekhpusekeeping area.' Ginny and,Debbie tell
... him to get out because ohly girls cazplay im the housekeeping area.
How oto you, as a ciregiver, help the hildren in-this situation? .'
Say:

. A. uBoyS' grow up *to be men whP live in houses and they need to know
how to clean house, cook meals,and takl care of children."

B. "Albert, u may 'play in the block area with .he trucks. When
Debbie ath Ginny are through playing in the house, then you can
ask same boys to play in the house with you."

"Sometimes boys like to play txxise,"Le;t Albert be the father, and
you can fix his breakfast and he can gp to work.0

c .

-8--
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9. Nicki and Marie "tattle" on the otherxtdldren. You would like to

,help them learn not to'tell on others. As a. caregiver, you:

A. .Say, "Nicki and Marie,,as the teacher here,it is my job ta; help

the Children learn the rules. Yout job is to play. 'Mere is

'' no need for you to tell an others."
e e

B. Bay, "NiCki and-Marie, I want you to mdndryour own business: I

will help the other Children learn the rules.

C. Ignore-NiCki.andblarie when they came to'you to "tattla."- -nen,

Praise these girls when you seethem helping other Children leain

the rules,

10. It is lundh time and George and Bill are playing with their spaghetti

instead of eating it. The other children laugh at them, which just
encotr4ges them to,continue their play even though you have asked

them to stop. You, want'the group to finish their lundh so they can

get ready far nap time. Titiat do you do About George"and Bill?

A. Tell George and Bill that-they cannot finiah their lunches. They

must not be hungry if they only want to play with their spaghetti

erx1 not eat it. Take their plates away. -

:EL Tell the b4s you will give them (one more chanoe,and'if,they don't

start eating their food, you 141 not allow_thetito have dessert.

Put the-two boys7at separate tables by themselves and tell them

they need to eat their lunch rather than play because lunah time

wiil'soon be over and youdan'tmaat them to miss,dessert.

11. Joanne, age three, has noestartedwarking on today's art activity.
/ .She appears interested but unable to choose from the pile of colored

paper stadked in the center of the table. You, would_like to help her

get started. 'As a caregiver, you say: 7

A. "Jbannev, here are-two colors of paper red and green. Choose

one of these two ma'am."

- B. "Joanne, you Mal;imork either on the art activity or play at the

Water table. Nag you choose which you would like to do.4
is x-p-

: ,tz

C. "Joanne, there ire many pretty colors cOaper franwifich to

choose. 'Pick cpe and start working." 5'

-9-



12. Five year olds, Glenn and Nickyi have been excluding Bobby from their
sodoer game. They tell him he can't play because he doesn't have
soccer shbes. Bobby has came tà you saying, /Make them let me play."
As a caregiver, you say:

A. "Glenn and' Nicky, I want you to include Bobby in your game. It's
not nice to leave people out of games."

B. "Bobby; since the/will not let you play, find samething else to
do - like-kickball or tether ball."

C. "Bobby, you could ask then if you can play in the shoes you are
wearimr. Go ask then that."

13. You are preparing to start an art activity with your three year olds.
As a caregiver, which instructions would be best to use with this
age group?

A. "Choose a piece of colored paper." Wait for then to do this before
giving-the next direction in the art activity.

B. "Choose a piece of paper, tear it, and paste it on your bigger
'sheet of paper,"

C. "Here is same green,paper for you to tear and paste this way."

14. You have planned an outside activity for your group of five-year-old
children. The activity inclndes having the children bounce different
sized balls to one another. As you watch, it appears the children are
spendingthostof the time chasing the balls. As a caregiver, you would:

A. Call all Xlie children over to you and begin a singing activity -
choosing-6ne of their favorite songs.

B. Let the children use the balls in their own ways. Then, moving
around tram child to child, suggest another activity with the
ball that would increase each child's skills with balls.

C. Continue playing the ball activity. The children's skills will
gradually improve, and they will spend less time chasing balls.

1 ei

-10-



15. Bonita, a young three year old, often forgets-scale words when she

is speaking. As a caregiver, you:
, .

A. Say, "Bahita, speak more slowly. Think about what you are going

to say and then qpask."

B. iepeatAat Bonita is saying. At the same time, include the

words that she forgot to say.

C. Recognize that Bonita is young and will learn these parts of

speedh as She gets older.

16. You ;madam Susie, age four, telling_another little girl the story

of "The ThreepLittle Pigs" as they look at the pictures in a book.

Ycp_potice that Susie doesn't really have the story quite right.

Should you aorrect her so that she and her friend know haw the story

really goes, or let her continue in her own way?

A. Go over to Susie and say, *I seeyou are reading 'The Tnreetittle

Wbuld you like me to read it with you?"

B. Correct Susie's version politely becailse she needs to larn how

the story really should be tad.

C. Allow Susie to continue telling the stary her ownway.

17. john, who is three, is spending his first day at the center. At nap

time he begins to cry and is disturbing the other children. What ,

do-you clo, as a caregiver? 7

A. Tell John that he doesn't have to sleep, just rest, and that he is

keeping all the,other children awake by crying. Ask him to stop

crying.

B. Tell Jahn he must try to stop crying. af he Oontinues to

cry, move him to another area away from the children so his crying

will not disturb them.

-C. Reassure John that his parents will piak him up after nap time,

Stay with him and rub his back until he quiets down and seems to

feel better.

.10



18. Nicky and Butch have been lifting Shawna's dress. At first Shawna
.tellq them to;stop. When they continue, she comes to you, complaining.
As a caregiver, you say:

A. "Shawna, dan't pay any attentian to the boys and they will stop."

B. "Nicky and Butch, I.want you to stop lifting Shawna's dress; it
isn't nice."

C. "Nicky and Butch, I want you to stop lifting Shawna's drees; it
bothers her. Find sanething else to do."

19. This is Mia's first day at the center. Ihe other preschoolers are
excitedly potato printing Christthas wrapping paper. Mia stands quietly
and appears oontent to watch the other children do their printing. As
a caregiver, you:

A. Allow Mia to watch the activity and hot participate, but offer her
materials to Isiork with.

B. Offer Mia a'picture to look at while the other children complete
the printing

C. Sit Mia down and help her get started in printing same Christmas
wrap.

20. You are teaching a small group of five year olds how to play the game,
"Drop-the Handkerchief." One. littiergirl, Valerie, seems to get*con-
fused whenever it is her turn. She forgets to drop the handkerchief
behind the child she has chosen to be "it," and this is upsetting the
entire group. You can best help Valerie and the other children by
saying:

A. "Give me the handkerchief. We'll go inside'and play a more quiet
game. This game,is causing too much confusion."

B. "Valerie, first walk slowly. Then after choosing someone to be
'it', remember to drop the handkerchief behind that person before
you start to run. If you like, we can go through it together."

C. "O.K., let's all stand and be quiet, listen to me carefully, and
we will go over the rules once more. Then - once we go over the -

rules - we will start over again and ao it right."

-12-
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A

MAT CAN WV EXPECT
Cr "PRIMODOLERS"?

A MEE VARIE'TY CF ABILITIES

6hildren Cane In
All Sizes, ShaPes,
Colors And Speeds

Each child is different from every other child.

1*- can talk about what the average child is

like oi what the normal developmental stages

of children are, but we should always remeribtm

that eadhlahild is an individual with a paca

all his mai. Every child will haVe a partic- s*

ular rate of development socially, emotionally,

intellectually, and physically. It is wise

to remember thatikihen we talk about the

"normal" or "average," we are talking about

a broad range of behavior rather than one "ri.ghlt"

Way.

In addition,'the same child may vary in the

development of different behaviors. The child

c4 three may speak Iike children of his age

loft run and jump as if he were four.

Children of the same age may be very different

frop each other. However, it will help if yau

4axml4hat to expect fram each age group even if

no one child within the graup is quite the same

as any other child. Enowing what the age group

ii like will help you to plan activitibs and to

structure the routine of the day so that you can

best meet the needs of most childran. This know-

ledge also will help-you guide the children by

encouraging and praising them as they learn new

Three Year Olds The three-year-old wonders about everything.

Nbtice EVerything "Why?" seems to be her constant question. She

uses all of her senses to learn - eyes, nose,

mouth, ears. ,At this age the child wants to know .

what things are, what they're called, how they

work, and haw they relate to each other. These

questions indicateFthat the child is beginning

to see that the world is larger and more complex

than she has believed it to be up to now.

At a child care center, a child has the chance

to learn about people who are different from

herself. As the child plays with other children

and the caregivers, she begins to learn haw

people are different and how they are alike. She

learns that people have different likes and

dislikes and different ways of doing things.

-15-
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Some of the differences she may-notice:are the
differences in little toys and girls sexual,
organs or the differences in skin color or'even
difference in abilities. Hopefully, at this
point the child will learn that to be different
is not to be "better" or Norse" than someone
and-ait differences make the world more inter-
esting.

Ria6mber, when the three year old notices some-
thing of interest, it is very likely that she
will want to talk about this new interest. The
caregiver can make curiosity work in the child's
favor Ormaking available a variety of interest-
ing activities to help the three year old learn.
Activities involving rhythms, songs or building
blocks and opportunities for active play on
climbers or slides can catch the three-year-old's
interest.

Tnreeis are quite verbal. Thay knowmany words
and recogmize more than they use. They enjoy
ward play, rhymes, and nonsense sounds. They
ask questions. They like to talk. You can help
their language development by talking'with them,
and by encoura ing them to talk with you.

ltrees are so at varying stages of language
development. Same may be using full sentences
and talking quite well. Others may be leaving
out verbs, nouns or pronouns and talking "bWay
talk." As a caregiver, you need to help these
childrjn develop betbar language skiAls. This

\,can be done by repeating what they'dave said in
a full Sentence uten they are talking to you

. alone. When they are in a group, however, it
probably is better to let them talk without cor-
recting or repeatingwhat they have said. Chil-
dren learn to talk by hearing others talk.
Give them lots of opportunities to talk and-to
listen to others in thegraup talk They will
mon learn correct speech 'and will be proud of

4.4 themselves.

Flour And Flve The'child of fbur and five is beginning to be
Year Olds concerned wit,groupj na things. He will group

.See Relationships objeggs .they relate to each other or by
how they are similar. This is a time when the \

child will notice that cats and dogs are both
animals, that apples and oranges are fruit, and
that these.buttons are sman, while those are
large.

-16-
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Three Year Olds
Are Learning

TO Manage Their
Bodies,

The caregiver can provide activities that encour-

a§e discovery. This can be done by helping the

child talk dboutwhat.he seep, feels, and thinks.

"Finding Out Activities" are fun and useful ways

of helping the child explore his world. Ask

questions:

What is inside the orange?
What happens.if you pour salt in the water?

When a child asks you a question and you have to

say, "I doh't know," add, "but let's see if we '

can find out." Another activity which encourages

discovery is "Plar-Acting" or "Let's Pretend."

Ask the child questions about his pretend world.

"What would you do if you were in the Army?"

"TralatIebuld you do if you were a farmer?" "What

would it be like if everything Vrere blue?"

Faur year olds love words and word games. They

like to do things in groups but may not have a

long enough attention,span to sit still for a

very long time. They ask more questions than it

seems possible could be in one little head.

Fturs uivally carrand do use complete sentences

when talking to one person. 'However, their minds

are full of things they want to.say and often they

cannot speak as fast as they think, particularly

in groups. Their words may became twisted and

often fours begin to talk so fast that they stut-

ter. They want to iell the group everything they

are thinking and it is frustrating to them not

to have people listen. Fours are so busy think-

ing of what they want to say that they are not

very good listeners when,cther children are talk-

ing. If a chiledoes begin to stutter when talk-

ing to the group, it is best to give him plenty

of time to talk. Readsure hiin with a look and

touch that you are willing to wait while he fin-

idhes everything he wants to say. This usually

solves the problem.

,The three year old is usually in a state of

steady growth. her body is more manageable

than it was at two. Her balance is improving,

and she can stand on one foot for dhort periods

Of time. Large muscles are developing; she can

run and jump easily. She has more control

over what dhe can do now. Pedaling a trike is

easier and so is climbing. The three-year-old's

'small muscle development and coordination is

-17-



Fburs And Fives
Like TO Use

Their
Physical Skills

also improving. She can put puzzles together and
draw with more control over the materials.

The three year old is extremely-busy. She hurries
everywhere. Her'attention span is still rather
short, but her interests are beginning to expand.
SinCe she is so active, the three year old will
need a midday rest even if she doesn't always
fall asleep.

Three's are potty trained and usually can take
care of their own toilet needs. Sometimes acci-
dents will happen, but the child should not be pun-
ished. Three year olds want to develop control
over their body functions.

This is a time of slow, steadygrcuth. By this
age the child is gettinggmite skilled at using
his body and the "tools" of.his world.. He can
run fast. He can jump and climb with ease and
oonfidence. His balance is well developed and
he also can walk heel-to-toe for quite a few steps
without falling. This increased muscle develop-
ment is shown by the amount of movement and
physical contact the four's have with each.other.
They push and wrestle and fall on top of emdac
other.

The four-year-old's small muscle control also is-
improving, but on the whole, he is restless. He
likes games that have a lot of movement. He holds
brushes, pencils and crayons as adults do, but,
has trouble sitting still lonvnough to do

He can-button and unbution his clothes and per-
haps even lace his shoes. And he is beginning
to develop skills in cutting with scissors and
may even begin to favor one hand over the other.
He can use his eyes and hands together to do-
what he wants, although this skill still is not
up to adult standards.

Five year olds have even more control over their
bodies. Ihey like activities that use their
large muscles - things like bouncing balls, racing,
running or riding trikes on obstacle courses.
They can tcp on one Boot, skip, climb ladders with
wise, and even catch small balls. The five year
Old has a longer attention span than he did at
four, but still is unable to sit for long periods
of time.

444'
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Three Year Olds

Are .list Learning *
Share

Spurs And Fives
Still, Need Guidance

In Social
Situations

Three Year Olds
Are Happy

With Themselves

Young Children sant what they sant, when they

want it. This is normal. As they move away

fram their home and out into the world, they

are presented with the problem of learning

how to get along with other people. Learning to

there toys and attention, and even fobd.

The Child of three usually needs help in learning

to Share. Her feelings are less consciously

der control and her" needs and wants are more '

immediate than those of older Children.

The caregiver can help thi Child of three learn

to there by praising her efforts or, simply

noticing and zeroes:Jig when the does thare. A

time table for takihg turns can' help. If both

Jane and Michael want to ride the trike, Jane

might agree to puth the wheabarraw for aWhile.

Then, on a signal Bram the caregiver, they trade.

in: this way, the caregiver has given Michael

a short time on the trike and then asked him to

switch and there it with Jane. The caregiver

thould assure Michael that he can have another

turn on the trike later if he wishes.

The Child of Baur usually knows haw to share, but

may need the caregiver ' s encouragement to do so.

The child of five usually shares readily Encour-

agement to share can come in the Bond of praise

saying, "I. like the way you thare.".

Encouragement like this can- take the place' of

many rules about being polite. When a Child says,

!please," and you notice it, you will get many

more "pleases." On the other hand, asking a child

to say, sarry," may .enccurage diskrInestY

if the Child does not feel that way. Instead,

tell the dhild to speak About his feelings. This

does not mean he can hit Billy, -but it may mean

he _can say, "I feel like hitting you, Billy."

Atter saying this,' he Can follaw thromih with

your instructions on bow he and Billy can thare

the truok.

The three year olds usually are happy with them&

selves. They, are becoming more sociable. If yau

watCh a group of three year olds, you might see

small groups of then playing together, talking

about what they are doing, beginning to learn

to, share with eadh other. They are interested

in other people and often will skow concexn if
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Four s Want 'lb

Do It All
And May Feel
Frustrated

another child has hurt himself. .They also are
interested in each other's bodies.

The three year old likes the repetition of
familiar stories. He loves to hear them told
or read over and over again. He also may have
make-believe animals or playmates who play with,
him or have adventtres of his own. `

Children of three are eager to please and to
learn. Sometimes, though, they will try to call
attention to themselves by showing off. Other,
timei their fears about the still Largely malmown
world will make them seek out the comfort of a
fmmiliar lap. Remember, three year ads are
still little children. They saretines may have
trouble leaving their mother. They tire easily
and probably still will need to nap.

The Baur year old can be quite unhappy with her-
self at times. She is beginning to see how pig
the world is, how rramh there is to learn and do.
Her ideas often can be bigger than her ability to
do then, and she will become frustrated. The
Baur year old has a great deal. of energy but
can be over stimulated easily Many times you
wili beeble to see this contradiction between
what the Baur year old can think to do and what
she actually can do. She will get-involved in
difficult activities and then-get trustrated
because she can't make them "go right." She is
sociable and likes to play with other children
but can be bossy or not want to share. Her
behavior goes "out of bounds" easily both in what
she does and says. This is the age that children
start using "not-so-nice" words and calling each
other names.

Four year olds have good imaginations and can
develop fears of the dark or animals or samtimes
strangers.

Other people are beaming very important to the
Baur year old. She may,have a,"best friend" now
or be impressed by people in the*neWs or on TV.
At the same time,,she still might be reluctant
to leave her,mother and sometimes,will need hold-
ing by a friendlyadult.

-20-
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Fives Feel By the age of five most children are beginning

Good About to gain the skills they need to put their ideas

Their Abilitiei intolaction. They ire enjoying life and them-

selves and so are fdh to be with.

,
Five year olds are more apt to follow the rules

and to want to do what is right. They play well

with other children. By now, they've learned

to dhare and respect the rights of others., They

are developing a concern for the feelings of

their playmates and the value of playing fairly.

What is nice abaut five year olds is that they

still enjoy being with an adult. They will let

the caregiver knoW this, with a hug or an

occasional, "1 love you."

.All Children Need Whether the children are three, four, or five,

,GUidance And Support they need the caregiver's support and encourage-

As They Grow ment. The caregiver shauld get to know "her"

children in the roam and their capabilities.

As each child takes another step in mastering a.

skill or learning something new, the child needs

encouragement. Knowing when to encourage a

child in his growth requires the caregiver to -

}at:A./what the child already can do. This means

knowing each child as an individual.

-)

it)
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BUILDING SKILLS
SUPPCSEIC

PRESCIEOLERS' QEVEIMENT

. . . sdi; Often Asked Questions
"And

Situations TO Explore

Alf

, BOW CAN YCU HELP
PRESCHOOLERS DEVELOP
SOCIAL SKILLS?

Preschoolers are exploring relationships with other children. They are

learning:what behavior is acceptable and what behavior is unacoeptable

in social relationships. The child of three, four, and five wants to

be accepted and wdll do things to get attention from other children.

Adults may have difficulty copinvoith this "attention-getting-behavior."

It does help to remember that a presdhoolerwents you and the other adults

in his life to like. him. Yb9r job as a caregiver is to help the child

develop social skills that are acceptable to both the adults apd children

in his life. You.can do this by praising him when he behaves in a

socially acceptable manner. Remember, he learns what is acceptable by

,- watching the behavior of other children and adults. If you are'accepting

and understanding in your relationships, he is more likely to be accepting

and understanding. If you ask, rather than demand, he is more likely to

.ask. You are a model for the preschooler. If yod show hih - through your`-

own actioni- l'ad you wept him to behave, you are helping him develop

social skills.

-25-
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WHAT MUID YCU

Josh, who is four, likes to collect several toys around him and then

cbdects loudly if another Child tries to play with any of them. Jim

comes over and picks up a truck that Josh has near him. Joih grabs the

toy and yells, "That's mine." Haw can you help Josh'share? Say:

A. "Josh, you aren't playing with that truck
so.give it to Jim."

B. "Josh, since you aren't playing with the
truck, let Jim play with it for a little
while. Nhen Jim is finished playing he will
switch toys With you an4 you will have a
turn with the truck."

C. "jim, that is one of Josh's favorite trucks.
Why don't you find another truck to play

with? I'll help you find one."

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page

-27-
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You are having a story time with ten four Year olds.. You see that two

children, Louise and Carlos, keep talking to the other children and

moving to different spots on the rug. This is distracting to everyone.

Ydu have ignored their behavior but it has done no good. Mat do you.

do now?

1

A. Go over to Louise and Carlos, ask them to
leave he group and sit in the time out
chairs until they can 1igten to the storY

properly.

B. Say, *Louise and Carlos, please sit,down

and don't talk. You are disturbing everyone.
I can't,read and the children can't listen
to the sbmry when you are talking and moving

around. This is a really good story and I

know you'll enjoy it. Sit down and be

quiet for the rest of story time."

Sgy, *Louise and Carlos; gt story time we

sit andlisten quietly. You will have to

leave the group.if you can't do this."

Answers From.
Previous Page

Choice A is not a good solution b;ecause josh is

not being taught anything about how to,allare.

He is only being fOrced to share - whiah'teaches

nothing.

Choice B is the best answer because you are
helping josh to share and also reassuring him that

he will have a turn with the truck.

, Choice C is allowing Josh to continue not to
share and-teaching him nothing. He and Jim will

not become friends this way.

-29-
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Georgia is five years old:and-loves to tell the other children what to
She always wants the children to play her way. Today, in the

block area, there is a problem because Georgia tells the'rest of the
children that theymust all build houses. When-AA:14 the children ,

refuse; she tells then they can't play with the bloca>,..Bow do you
help Georgia learn not to be bossy? Say:

A. "Georgia, you are not"thi teacher, I am.
I eay the children can build whatever they
want. .You must stop being so bossy.1

B. "Georgia, in the block area, each person
chooses uhat to build. The children wouldn't

.like it if I told them they all had,tO build
,the same thing,'and they don't like it when
, you tell them that. Now you may build what
you went, and I'll come back in a few minutes
to see what you've built."

C. "Georgia, -the children won't like you if you

are bossy. If you want them to like you;
try to*be nicer to them."

Anawers Fr Choice.A is a poor choice because you have not .

Previous Page explained the proper behavior to Louise and -

Carlos. You have punished them.and they may not

understand why..

Choiae B ie more acceptable, but you hazie gong

into too Long an explanation. YOU should not

take that much time away from the story because
this will make the other children beconze restlese.

Choice C is the beet answyr because you have
given a short explanation of the correct behavior

at story time. You also have told Louise and
Carlos what will happen if they can't.fonow the
rules,,Tha other childrenidill not become
restless &ring this brierexplanation.

_J



Answers. Fran
Previous Page

. .

Chowe A to not a good thing to say because you

are "putting down" Georgia and not telling her

the proper behavior.

Choice B is the best solution because you have

explained to her why her behavior is wrong,
without "putting her down." You also have Zet

the rest of the children know that it-is aZZ

right to build what they want. By returning

to the bZock amain a few minutes, you can make

sure that things are going well by saying., 14.

I really like alZ the different buildings I see."

Choice C wiZZ solve nothing because yog have not

expZained what the.proper behavior is to Georgia.

You have probably made her feel badZy and Vut

her down" in-ths eyes of the other,childran:-
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MN CAN WV HELP
PRESCECTERS DEVEICIP
PHYS/CAL =IS?

Preschoolers are active. They like to try everything. Often they find

that they are unable to do all the things they would like. You, as a ,

caregiver, must, dame activities at which they can'succeed. This means

being aware of the skills of each child, if at all possible.

Three year olds are beginning to develop good smallnuscle skills, but
using scissors may be difficult for them., Coloring inside the lines also

is difficult and not neceimeary. Three year olds like to run, jump, and

Iclimb. They also like throwing and rollingballs, but have trouble catch-

ing that same ball.

Fbur year cads have developed better small muscle skills. They can use

crayons and brushes to paint. Coloring inside the lines, however, is

still not easy far-them, nor is it important. Thermay be ;ore successful
with scissors 1:utmost will have trouble cutting out pictures. Their

large muscle ;kills are getting better and better, and they can now hop

on one foot and climb up and down easily on the bars. Many will be able

to catch a ball and throw it back to you, but controlling a bouncing ball

is still difficult.

Five year cads want to try everything. Their small and large muscle skills

are quite good. Some still will have trouble skipping, and you can help

Oem. The most important thing to*remember witthis age group is that
there will be great diffeximme in their abilities. You must accept five

year cads where they are and help them develop at their own pace. Plan

games and activities that alias/them to practice and develop both large

and small muacle_skills.
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Ybu are playing a game with your five year olds. You throw the ball to

them and they throw it back to you. Alex always seems to niss catching

the ball and Lt is really slowing down the game. What can you do?

A. When you throw the ball to Alex, show him
how to hold his hands to catch the ball:
Mbve closer to him when you throw the ball
so he will have a better cha!ace of catching

it.

B. EVen if it slows up the game, continue
throwing the ball to Alex and he will
learn thnough practice how to catch. This
way he will not be embarrassed, by your calling
attentim to his lack of skill.

C. Tell Alex since he is having trouble
catching the ball he should find some
other place to play. Say you will help
him learn to catch laterwhen the game
over.

Answers Fran Choice A is not a.good idea because you are not

Previous Page really sure of her climbing ability. She may
climb high and then sit there afraid to cZimb
back down. You will be forced ti2 go after her,
and this could result in both of you falling.
Help children develop skills gradually.

Choice B is the best answer beCause you are
allowing Jamie to test her skills in.a safe
way. Both of you can then gradually find out
how high she can cZimb and then come back down
comfortably.)

Choice C does not heZp Jamie extend her skills.
She may very well be able to climb "high" and
get back down safely.

-39-
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You have given your Bour-yearold group a picture of a bird to color.
You notice that some of the children are staying in the lines and coloring

very well, but Nancy and Lea)are having difficulty and seem unhappy that
they cannot stay within the lines. How do you help them?

A. GO over to Nancy and Leon and draw heavier,
darker lines on their paper -1 so it will be
easier to stay within the lines.

B. Tell Nancy and Leon it is all right if they
do not stay within the lines. Ask than if
they would like to have a piece of paper
to draw their cwn picture. Allow the other
children to have a piece of paper to draw
their'own pictures, also

C. Tell Nancy and Leon to slow down and take
their time. Say you know it is hard to stay'
inside the.lines but if they take their
time, you are sure they can do it.

Answers From Choice A s the.best choice because you are help-

Previous, Page ing Alex be successfUl in the group game. EVen
though you are giving him special help, this is
less embarrassing than allowing him to continue
to miss the ba/Z or asking him to leave the,

game.

Choice B is rinwise because Alex will be very
embarrassed at his Zack of skill and the other
children will probabZy tease, him. You are_not

heZping klex tearn to catch.

Choice C is a poor solution because you are
calling attention to Alex's lac4 of skill
and are sending him away from a game he could
Zearn to play and enjoy.
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Apswers From
Previous Page

a

Choice A is not the best answer because you have
drawn on their picture, which is not a good
idaa. Also, Nancy and Leon may stiZZ have
trouble staying within the lines. YOUP first
mistake was in giving the group a picture to

color. Colathvgan already-drawn picture
is not creative and can be very frustratin.

ChOice B is the preferable solution because
even though it Wd2 a mistake to give the

children an already-drawnipicture, you are now
allowing them to have theichoice ofdrawing
their own picture.

Choice C is not the wisest choice because while
slowing down may heZp Nancy and Leon do a better
job of etaying within the lines, they still will

be frustrated.
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Elaq cN NVJ EaLP
PFES:SOCIERS MAIM
AND 1120FICTE?

*Preschoolers are questioning everything around them. They learn best

through their senses. Activities should involve seeing, hearing, tast-

ing, touching and smelling. In working with preschoolers, provide the

. proper materials and allow then to experiment. Then be close by to answer

questidns and comment on what they are doing. Allow them to discover,

talk about what they are learning and grow at their own rate.

Thtee year olds are developing a large vocabulary and like to learn new

words. Througn songs and stories you can help then increase the number

of words they use. They can learn the names for animals and their babies.

Three year olds may have trouble saying new words correctly and certain

sounds such as "1" and "r" may.be difficult far them. They enjoy simple

puzzles, bIoaks, play dough, and paineing actjpities.

FOUr year olds are able to use more words and like to learn the names for

colors and shapes. ,They are able to tell you which things are round,

square or rectangular. They can learn to Identify fruit by name and color.

Fbur year-olds like to do harder puzzles (10-15 pieces) and enjoy build-

ing with small blocks that fit and stay'together."

Five year olds are getting it all together. They are eXpanding their

minds to include the world around them. They are eager to try out new

ideas. They like to combine activities when they play. Sometimes it's

fun to have water or play dough in the housekeeping area.Jar allow them

to use cars and trucks in the block area. Their eye-hand coordination is

better, and they usually are ible'wto combine activities'- cut, fold and'

color during one project. Five year olds seen to be saying, 'Mello

world, you're wonderful and so am I."



WHAT-MUID YCU

Christine, who is five, has aft active imagination and likes to share it

with others: She: knows you realize she is making up stories. Should

you explain that her stories are not true and that it is not a good idea

to make up stories?

A. Yes, because sonemendght call her a liar

and really embarrass her. You Should try

to keep this frcmhappening. -

B. No, there is nothing wrong with children

using their imaginations. You might say,
"Christine, I know that is a pretend story
and it's really fun to pretend. If you

are going to tell your story to someone
else, you probably should tell them it's

a pretend story, too."

C. Tell Christine that you don't mind her
making up stories but that since they axe
not true, she better not tell her stories

to anyone else.

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page
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lance is playing a shape-matching game. Ydu notice that instead of matching

shapes, he is matching colors. Should ycu correct him or let him continue

in.his own way?

A. Correct Lance because he needs to learn
shapes and this game will help him.

B. Go over to Lance and say, "1 see you are

matching colors, Lance. Wbuld you like

me to get you a color-matching game. This

is a shape-matching game."

C. ALIgm Lance to onntinue, in his oval way.

Answers Fran Choice A is unwise,because it discourages

Previous Page Christine's imagination.

Choice B is tha beat choice because it recognizes

Christine's imaginative ability and also helps

her tell others that She is pretending.

Choice C is not a good solution because it makes

pretending and imagining seam like bad things

to do.
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You are having a music time with records with your three-year-lold group.

You havehad them listen tora recoid for quite a while and identify

different animal sounds. Sara gets up and walks over to look.at a

book. Should you bring Sara back or let her go?

Allow Sara to leave and go tb another

quiet activity. She may not be able to

pay attention as long as the other children.

Stop the music time and change activities.
If Sara is bored, the other children pro-

y are, too.

C. sk Sara to come back to the group and finish

to the record. It is important

group time that all'the children do the

thing.

A

Anima= Fran Choice A s not the wisest choice because it

Previous Page is a good tdea to aZZow children to explore
different ,,,s to use a game.

Choice B is not a good answer because yow are
again being rigid in the way the children must

pZay a game. You are not allowing Lance

to experimen

Choice C is t best answer because you are

allowing Lance to- experiment. Be may match

colors and the go on to matching shapes with

the same game.
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Answers Etas
Previous Page

clhe,

Choice A is the best answer because Sara's atten-
tion span may.be shorter than the other childrenls.

If the reet of the group is interested in the

reoord activity, contOue it and watch for

eigns of boredom.

Choice B is not a good choice because,it doestet

consider the needs of the other children. If the

rest of the group still seem interested, t4ey

should be allormd to continue the,activity.

Choice C wiZZ solve nOthing beAse Sara may
become wiggly and disturb the rest of the group

if she has Lost interest in the record. Since

she has chosen a quiet activity, let her
continue with it.
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.11:W ON YOU IMP
PRESCICOLERS
UNDERSTAND T14ETR FEELINSS?

Preschoolers need help in understanding their feelings. They eeed to

know that it is all right to express their feelings in acceptable ways.

As a caregiver, you should giye preschoOlers the freedom to tell you how

they feel. EXamples of acceptable ways for preschoolers to express feel-

ings are: telling another child that they are angry, rather:than hitting;

putting a, hard puzzlelaway and getting a simpler one, rather than throw-.

ing the hard puzzle on the floor;.and, telling you 414 id making them

feel sad, rather than crying.
/

Three is usually a happy age. Threes are attempting new things but usur

ally are not fru-ft:Ng:Ed when something does not work. They jast go on to

a different activity.

Fturs want.to do everything and often attempt activities that are much

too difficult for them. They want independence abut often overstep what

they aie capable of doing. When this happens, they easily become ftus-

trated and sometimes go back to temper tantrums. As a caregiver, you will

findvourself having to help fours decide fahat they can do and accept

the fact that it is all right'not to be ablatio,do everything.

Fivei are pleasedwith the people and the world arOund them. -They Usual-. .

ly are capable of doing things they want to do and are not bothered by

frustration. They are very concermadwith playing fair and like to follow.

the rules-of group games.

Remember in workingwith preschoolers that you Can help them etaa1 with

their feelings only if you lam what those feelings are. By encouraging

children to tell you how hey feel an4 by helping them uflElerstand it's

o.k. to express their feelings, you will have a headstart in helping them

handle their emotions.
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A r

WHAT r.CULD KU
DO IF . . .

Sean, who is four, sont.4 -to Wild a high tower with the b , but 'each

tins he puts the.ofifth block on the tzw..r, 'it falls over.t Finally, he

/ becomes so frustrated, he kicks the blocks and begins yelling and crying.

Rao can ,you help Sean? ,

t'

A. Say, "Sean, kicking'and yelling won't help.

NOw stop and try again. You can do it, I

know."

B. Say, 7Se41, I know you are angry because

your tower 144eps falling down. Let me see

irfri you are building the tower and perhaps

we can figure out the problem. If you ,

kick the blocks, someone could get hurt.

When you have a problen you can't work out

yourself, ask for help. That way maybe the

problem can be solved."

.,C. Say, "Sean, dime yoli are 11aving trouble

th the blocks, why don't you play with

thing else. I don't want you, to yell

and kick the blocks."

jpsWers On Bottarn,
Next Of Page

a
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Narcy, who is three, has been using the bathrcan with no problem. HoWever,

today she has been so busy playing outside that she waits too long and

wets herself. WhenLyou go inside, you find'her in the bathrocal crying.

You can see that shwis embarrassed. How can you help Nancy?

Hell:, Nancy put on dry clbthes. While you

are doing this, tell Nancy ?miaow she
'feels badly but that it is all right to
have an, accident once in awhile. Tell

her you will explain to her mother and

ask her t9 come inside earlier next time.

B. TellAqancir that she should not havewmited
so long before coming to the bathrocm. -

.Get her some dry clothes, and don't say
'anything to the other children about it.

C. Help Nancy put on dry clothes and wash
her face so the other children will not
know she's been crying. Tell her you under-

stand and,it's

Answers Fran ghqice A is a poor choice because'you are not

Previous Page 'helping Sean with his problem and are not
giving him another way to express his frustra-

tions.

..Choice B is the beat answer because you
recognize his feelings and are offering him

&kip. You also are, telling .him howto deaZ
with problems iq tha future. .

4

Choice C is not a good solution'because you are
not offering Sean any heZp nor any ways to solve

his probleTs.
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Andy ahd Peter, mho are five, are playin(Checkers. Andy is an excellent

player and usually Oats Peter. Tbday, Peter says that Andy.cheats and

that's why he wins all-the time. Andy says that he isn't cheating and

that Peter IA just a bad loser. Aow do you help the boys solve their

prob1em2 Say:

A.' 'Teter, I know you don't like losing to Andy

so often, but Andy is really a good player.

Why.don't you ask Andy if he will show
you some good moves in checkers. Andy,

I really think you could t9ach.Peter rare
about checkers; then you both would enjoy

the game more. Bow about trying it, boys?"

B. "Peter, it is not nice to be a poor loser.
If you keep playing, you probably will
get bettixtiat.checkers and then maybe

you can beat Andy."

C. "Andy, I'm suFe you didn't cheat. Peter

is just upseeabout losing. Ntw, both

of you go play another game. Maybe you

will win this one, Peter."

Answers From Choice A is the preferable solution because you

Previous Page are reassuring Nancy and making her feel better

about herself. You atso are telling her how

to keep from having this problem again.-

Choice B is not the-best answer because you are
scolding Nancy and are not reassuring her, She

will continue to.ffel badly.

Choice C is not heZpii.4 because you are not
tOlling Nancy haw to avoid the problem in the

Atuie; nor are you telZing her you know how

she feels.
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Anolers Prom
Previous Page

Choice A is the best answer because you are
accepting Peter's feelings and suggesting

a way that both boys can pZay together

happily, whila learning at the same 6ime.

Andk will feel good about being the "teacher,"

and Peter wiZZ feel good about learning

to pZay checkers better.

:I Choice B wiZZ solve nothing-because you

are not helping Peter or Andy learn how to

deaZ with their feelings,

Choice C is not a good idea 6ecause whiZe

you are helping Andy, you are doing nothing

to help Peter become a better checker pZayer.

Peter wiZZ continue to feeZ frustrated.
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NEL SWUM?

CREATE A FEEL= OF TRUST

The child.Care center is d.place away from home.

It-is-not a home. A-child care center is orga-

nized especially for the child. The center is,

a safe and caring world - a place to learn, to

grow, and to he happy.

Be Sensitive PeoPle feel secure When their needs'are being

To Their Needs met. These needs are the same for children as

for adults. There are four basic areas-of need:

_social, emotional, physical, and intellectual.

Physical needs include the need for securi-

tyi shelter, food, rest, health, and'safety:'

SociZneeds include the need to belong to

a grOup and to interact in positive ways

with other children and adults.

,

. Emoticnal needs include the need far love,

as well as the chance to learn how to

express feelings and feel good about cneself.

MmtelleCtual needs'include the need for stim-

ulation of curiosity and imagination and

-the opportunity to think about and share neW

ideas.

Cr* of the most incortant,eacticnal needs a child

has is the need for security. In order for a

child to reach out for new experiences, he must

trust his world and the people in it. At three,

four, and five, parents are the main people in a

child's life. As a result, parents are the main

ramblers of that sense of security. However,

other people and experiences,can help to Wye a

child a sense of security. For the' yoUng'pre-

schooler, a day in the child care center may be

his first experience away from home. The center

will become one of the inportant other places

that will teach the child that he can trust his

world and the people in it.

When a child first comes to the center, one of

the most important things that he must-sense is

that the center is a safe piace. The child. needs

to sense that you, the caregiver, can be trusted.

The child who comes to the center, small; fright-

ened, and feeling alone, will see that this can

-67-
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. . . Scot Often Asked Cluseticce
And

Situatices 23 Meg=

BOW DO WU WORK wrm
GROOM OF PRESCHOOLERS?

thildren need to 'feel that they have a place in the center. They need

to have, people whb lam their woes and 1.410 are mare of them as .

individuaLs. Children also need to halie a place in their group. They

feel good when other children ask them to play and choose them to

participate in group gases. As a caregiver, you must help the children

in your group rake a place for themselves. Help the shy child beccae

tore asserti by tom:king with him to develop rrore confAlance in his *
ability to in group activities. Help the ive child

learn wws'to handle anger and be noticed by the -. *Your job as
a caregiver is to help each child feel good about _f_ as an
individual and as a umber of your group.

I
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WHAT WCULD YaJ
DO IF . . .

Josh, who is four, begins to (my when you say it is nap time. He says he

doesn't weiht to take a nap and refuses to lie on his cot. What can you

do? Say:

A. "Josh, you don't have to sleep, but I do
want you to lie on your cot and rest. I

will stay with you for a little while and

rub your back."

B. "Josh, in this roan, everyone taies' a nap.

It will not be a long nap and we can play

when you wake up. Now I want you to lie

down and go to sleep."

C. "josh, lie down this time and rest. Next

time yog come to the center maybe you wonit
have to take a nap, but this time you do."

Answers Cu Bott
Of Next Page
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Ka:realm just turned five and has been moved to your roan s the

three- and four-yearold roam. Your class consists of children are

five through ten years of age. The school-aged children are in roan

before and after school. Karen was very happy and well-adjusted id the

younger roan and you want to help her meke agood adjusememt in your

=CUL How can you help her?

A. When Karen comes in, smile and say, "Hi,

Karen, na glad to see you. You may go

play in whatever area you like. We have

lots of toys and things to do."

B. When Karen comes in, give her a laig ana
tell her you are glad to see her. Take

her to the coloring table and let her draw

a picture. Tell her when,she is finished
with the picture, she can go play with

somethdngelse.

C. When Karen comes in, smile and greet her.
Take"her by the hand to a small group of
children you feel she will be happy with.
Tell the children that Karen iinew to
the room and ask that they show her around

the roam and explain the different areas
to her. Keep an eye on the group to be
sure Karen is inCluded 3n the activities.

Answers Frcut Choice A is the most acceptable because you

Previdus Page are not insisting that Josh sleep. You are,

staying with him for a short time and perhaps
with you being with him and rubbing his back,

he will go4po sleep. Even if he doesn't, he

wiZZ at least be able to relax.

Choice B is not the wisest choice because you
are insisting that Josh sleep and he is

determined not to sleep. This wiZZ probably

maks him even more upset and tense.

Choice C is not a good solution because you
are setting yourself up for a problem the next

time Josh comes to the center. Josh wiZZ probably

not nap well because you are not helping him

relax.
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Masers Prcza
Previous Page

Choice A is a poor solution because you are not
helping Karen meet other children and become
part of the group. You are leaving her too much

on her own.

Choice B is not the best answer because while
you are giving Karen something to do, you are

still not helRing her meet other children and
became part of the group. Children of this age

need the security of a friend.

Choice C is the best choice because you are
giving Karen a chance to meet a ,ftw of the

children. The other children will enjoy the
responsibility ofhelping &lien learn about the
room, and X'aren will become a part of the group

more quickly.

-81-
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Ciairai is a shy four year cld who ha; been chalet: to pour juice. She is

hesitant to do it. Dm can yi, the caregi help Clara develcp

self-ccafidence in this aativitil SO:
4 ,

A. ."Clara, I lam can pour thir juice

without . spilling go ahead and try."

B. "Clire, I ,knowyou can pour ther juice.
If some accidentally spills, we'll just
wise it up - io go ahead arid pour it' slowLyt"

dr. "Clara, I'll hold the juice. container and
we'll pour the juice together. That too -
it probabty. vecretspill."

Movers Ca Bottan
Of Next.SaseA

4.

gfr
t.
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Jere* is three and has a mind a his cm. Ycur gboup is making Christmemr-
cards and you've talked about the bright colors of Christmas, particularly
rid and green. As the children begin to decorate their cards, you,notice
Jeremy using brown and purple-to color his card. You are concerned

that his parents won't likehis card. Bow can you emcouragejereMy to
uSe brighter,cotars? -Say:

A. "Jeremy, here are a few more colors - red
baue, yellow and green - that you might like
tOuse on your card.

B. "Jerery, c..ty don't you use red and green-
cn yair Picture? 'they are Christmas aAors
and I knryw your man and dad *.aould like then

cn the card.

C. "Jeremy, brown and purple 'are pretty aAors
but they aren't Christmas colors. Sow about
using blue or yellow or red rrw? flan and. dad

would like them better:"

Answers Fran Choice A is not t best answer because, aZthough
Previous Page you have prai'ed Clara, you have also put a.bur-

den an her. She will wonder ifyou will lose
faith in her if she does spill.

Choice B is' the best answer because yoti are
expressing faith in Clara and also telling her
that spills oire no "big deal,", Yau also are
giUng her a hint on how to pour the juice.

Choice C does not heZp build Clarck's confidence
because you are not gii)ing her a Chance to do
it by herself. It's better to risk a spiZZ than
to risk a loss of self-confidence.

4

-87-
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You are explaining the game "Semi* go Round The MUlberry Bush" to a'
group of four year olds. What do you say to them?-

6

A. "Boys and girls,,make a circle and bOld
bands: Then we all will walk around and
arounden&follow the directions of the
sang. You will need to watthrne and listen
'to the words of the song." .

B. "Boys and girls, we'are-going to-learn a
new, game called,. 'Here We Go Round The
MUlberry Bush.' Please make a circle and
hold bands."

C. "Boys and girls, listen while I sing, 'Here
We Go Round The Mblberry Bush.' Then make
a circle and hold hands and,we'll play the
game."

)mmmersFram
Previous Page

Choce A is the best choice because you can
sAggest other colors but should not insist that
he use them. It's Jeremy's card, and he has
the right to decide how to coZor it without being
"put'down,""

Choice B really lets Jeremy know that his card
does not meet your approval and may not meet with
his parents' approval. mgt would not buiZd his
confidence.

Choice C, Zike Choice B, will not buiZd Jeremy's
self=confidence.

4
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Ansrmirs Fran
Previous Page

JOIMAT4A i8 not the best answer because you are
giving too many directions at one time.

Answer B is the preferable choice because you

are taking one step at a time. You are allowing

them to make a circle, and when they have done

this correctly, they'are ready fbr the next,

step.

Answer C is not a good solution because children

learn best by doing the actions. They will get

very restless if you make them wait while you
sing the whole song and may fbrget the rest of

the directions.' .
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The caregiver can arrange the day's acties
to help children franheccming too tired. Cne
way to do this is to alternate quiet activities
with nore active or vigorous ones. Changing
activities fran active play to quiet playwill
help the child avoid tiring. Another way to keep
children from tiring is to keep them in small
groups. With fewer children to inbaract with,
children are not likely to get overly excited. .

With fewer children in each group, the caregiver
can help the children avoid beccming overly
active.

Renenter:

accidents happen when the child is tired.

accidentshappen when the child is overly
excited.

accidents happen when the caregiver'is not

"on the job."

accidents can be prevented throucThh-planning.

Help Children Preschool children can learn rules of safety and
Learn To Do Things take an active part in teaching others these same

The Safe Way rules. Here are same steps to follow in teaching
children the safe way:

explain the rule simply and repeat it often.
mrhis is the trike tiding-path.'

be consistent in following;4; rules and in
off&ing praliserto the children following them.

when necessary, step in and assist a
in following them. "1 cannot all
.build blocks any higher than this."

remove the child from the situation if he
continues to break the rule.

EVen the three-year-old can know and understand
safety rules, but he may be in such a hurry that
he will trip over objects on the floor. While the
four,-year-old can understand safety rules and
can even remind others of the rules, he cannot
be trusted to remember them every minute. Con-
stant supervision and frequent, firm reminders
are necessary for his protection. The five-year-old
can help you, by reminding the younger children
of the necessary safety rules. He can be taught
to encourage the younger children as they follow
these rules.

"Mb



Observe The
Children FOr Signs

Of Illness

f

Teach Preschoolers
Good Health Habits

Make Sure
Each Child
Has Enough

TO Eat

ALFigr '10 POSSIBLE

IMIZH Nsmiats AND HAZARDS

When children come to the child care center they

should be observed for possible health problems.
Center policywill tell you what to do if you

observe a child with a cough, watery eyes, or
other symptoms of illness. Of course, some health

problems are hard to detect-. In any case,all
signs of illness Should be brought to the atten-

tion of the director. She then can take the
opportunity to observe the child and to speak
with the parents if a health problem appears to

exist.

Presdhoolersaxe interesbed in how their bodies

work. They like td learn new facts, and to

talk about details. As a result, this is a good

age for childrerito begin learning and practicing

good health habits. This is.the time Qhen the

child will be impresse4 by the idea of germs and

how to control them. The'children can be helped

to understand the importance-of washing their

hands after going to.the.bethroam and before

lundh or covering their mouth when coughing. The,

caregiver dan introduce the body's need for,rest

or naps, as well as for fresh air and exercise.

Demonstrations of how tciuse a toothbrush and help

with brushing are important at this age. And,

finally, talking about good, health habits inoludes

talking about safety rules and orderliness in the

center ai well as at home.
"e.

Eating habits and food needs of three, four, and

five year old children vary a'great deal. , At these

ages, talking about good eating habits is appro-

priate. Your instruction needn't stop.with words.

The children can helpplan and prepare nutritious,

foods for meal and snack time. Remember, if a

child is hungry and only nutritious food is pro-

vided,,the child will eat what-he needs to grow

and to be energetic

-97-
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9

Bona is new in the four-yearold room. She is showing off in the block

area by stahking the blocks very high. Bow velould_you handle this? Say:

A. "Bona, in thii room, we staCk blocks
only as high as our chest. Come.out of the

block area and find something else to play

with."

B. "Rona, I know you want to dhow the other i
children how high you can stack the blockS,

but that's too high and they could fall

down and hurt one of the other children."

C. "Bona, we only stack blocks as high a, our

chest in this tom. Please take some

of the blocks off the tap. You may start

another stack if you want to, but be sure

to build no higher than your chest. That

way no one will get hurt if the blocks fall

down."

Answeri On Bottom
Of Nekt Page
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Jim is running very fast around the playground - in and out and around

the swings. You are worried that he is going to knock someone over,

fall down, or get hit by a swing. What do you do?

A. Call loudly to Jim.ana tell him to walk

and stop running.

B. Call Jint over to you and tell him to sit

down and catch his breath. Tell him that

he might fall or bump into someone and

knock them down. Explain that by running

close to the swings, he might get hurt.

C. Run over to Jim and grab him. Hold him
firmly and explain why he must not run so

fast. Then let him go.

Answrs From Choice A punishes Rona for doing something when

Previous Page she didn't know what the ruZe was. This is

unfair and would be embarrassing to Rona.

Choice B is not the best choice because it

gives Rona a reason for not stacking the blocks

but does not teZZ her how high she can stack

thew.

Choice C is the best answer because it tells

Rona how high'to stack the blocks and the

reason for the ruZe. It does not embarrass her.

-105-
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Answers Fran Choice A is not the wisest choice because Jim

Previous Page may not hear you call and, even if he daes,

he muy ignore you.

Choice B is the best solution because you have

Jim come close to you and you then can explain

the playground rules, without yelling. By having

him sit down, you arg giving him time to catch

his breath and slow down.

Choice C is not a good choice because Jim may

think you are playing with him when you run

after him and keep on running. Also, you have

not given him a chance to slow dawn and catch

his breath. Grabbing him muy frighten him.

-107- 65-





;CAT WC= YCU
DO IF . . .

Your group is outside playing and Kerkira is hit by a swing. Her head is

bleeding and she is screaming. The other children oome running to see

what has happened. What should you do?

A. If there is another caregiver outside with

you, ask her to watch your group. If dot,

tell the children ts folly.; you inside.

Hold Kendra and speak firmly but reassuringly

to her. Go inside as quickly as possible .

and apply.approved first aid measures.

B. Pick up Kendra and take her inside quickly.

Apply approved first abarreasures. Send

another caregiver ide to attend to your

group or to tell , - caregiver who is

already outside your group,

C. Ask responsibae children frau your group

to get the other paayground caregiver or to

go inside and get a caregiver. Remain out-

side with the group until another caregiver

comes. Hold Kendra and reassure her that you

will help her. When the other caregiver

comes, take Kendra insidi-and apply approved

first aid.

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page
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At lunChtime,Danny does not eat all of his lunch and says he doesn't feel

good. He looks pale and vomits. What should you do? .

11/
A. Have D.- lie down an the rug while you ,

clean" the vomit: Then wash his face A

.with 1 water and have his parents calledr

B. %cis Danny to the isolaticnrcan and wash

his Emote. Have him lie down and call his

/// parents.

A: Have the children at Danny's table move to

another table. Wash Danny.off and have him

lie down in the raouvAhile you notify

another caregiver to watch your group. Take

Danny to the isolatiqn room and-ask someone

to notify his parallel. Stay witp Danny until

he is calm - then have someone else-care

zr'ir for him until his parents arrive so that you

may return to your room and help with cleanup.

Answers From Choice A is beat because 014 are not only caring

Pzevious Page quickly:for Kendra, but you also.ore taking care

of the rest ofyour group.

Choice B is not-deeirable because whiZe Kendra'

is being cared! Pr, the rest of the group is

left without supervision.

Choice C is not the best answer because even

responsible preschoolers become frightened and

may not be able to all another caregiver about

the problem. You might/have to wait outside a

long time which wouldnot be good fbr Keedrae/



Answers Fran Choice A is not the best solution because you

Previous Page need to attend to Dediny's needs first. Cleanup

can be postponed for a brief time.

Choice B is not wise because you need to have

the rest of your group taken COT* of while you

are with Danny.

Choice C is the best'amswer because you are

taking care ofiloammy and the reap of the group

also. lour first prioritiy should be the children

and your second should be cleaning up.

C.
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SET =AR LMITS
AND PREDICIABLE MUMS

Lett Children
KIM Mat Is

M.:Rioted, Of Them

Be Ccnsistent
In Following Throm41

With Rules

The preschool child faoes a world: whiCh is large-

ly unfamiliar. We all laxwlicm our own experi-

ence that the unfamiliar is both exciting and

frightening. This is even more true for the

young child. Both exCiteMent and anxiety are

tiring and uncomfortable for young children

who face 90 raxil that is nem% A sense of

structure will provide familiar and comforting

boundaries to the young child.

A sense of structure is crea* in a variety of

ways. Rules and limits that ateccnsistent
create a familiar framewcoak within which the

child cArrocerate. The repetition of activities,'

a paanned prograanAnich prpvide some day-to-day

predictable events, also helps to outline the

boundaries of the child's world:--

Children playing by thernielves.can create their .

own rules and limits. But in the larger setting

of achild care center they rely on adults for

reeking and maintaining the limits. State the

rules simply and directly so the child can

what is expected. If the child makes

or forgets a rule help her to understand

what:you expect. One way to help a child learn

and follow the rules is to tell her waractly what

she did that you did or did not like. Use

wards that describe her behavior rather than

her personally. Say things like, "You left some of

the toys on the flooi," ratheetham, "You're

Lary and sloppy."

Sometiies we are bothered by children's behavior

more than at other times. Sometimes we are just

tired of reminding them one more time to do

what they are supposed to do.

At those times it certainly is tempting po

ignore a. broken rule. However, both you and

the children will be happier in the long run if

yap are consistent in what you expect from them.

"Being consistent" means:

. reacting to- a partioilar situation in the

same way most of the time.

. follawing through with rules and limits

that you have set.

-119-



Remember That
Children Feel Good

About Themselves Mien

They Please You

Praise Children
When You Approve

Of 'Their Behavior

being affecticnate with the children regular-
ly, toudhing them, stroking or.holding them,
and laughing with them.

Helping children know the rules helps the child
begin to set limits for himself. This is the
way people learn how to get along in the world.

.

Also, it is important to consistentlyEmadse the
child for his "good" behavior. Say thipgs like,

the way you put the blocks away; Tbmmy."
he llows rules, let him know you

noticed. Thj,wjU help the child to build feel-
ings of trust and acceptance.

Cne of the most important and powerful ideas:you
can have-about children is that they want to be
'smiccesetul. They want to learn to do the things
they see adults do. EVery time you hear a child
say, "IwariE to do that," you are seeing this idea
in action. Along with wanting to do everything,
preschoolers want to feel good about what they
do. When they feel good about what they do, they
see themselves as being competent and good people.
Therefbre, you can assuthe that, at least most of
the time, children want to follow the rules. How-
ever, you can help them.

Helping children follow the rules takes practice
and same undersbmiing of how children "work" at
this age. Preschoolers find it hard to follow
the "do's" and "don't's." This is true even
though.tbaywant to please you. They.forget; they
copy other children. They test to see if the
rules have changed.

If you can be relaxed with the children, helping
them to follow the rules will be easier. Try
to see yourself not as a police officer but as
someone who is their guide, someone who encourages
them and guides their actions.

Children want and need praise. Theyvant to know
thatthey are doingimell, that you_are pleased
with them. Praise is almost always more effectiVe
than criticism in helping childrencfollow rules.
Will-timedpmaise and attention are outcaMes that
childromiwant. If you praise a child for a cei-
tain behavior:

the child is more likely to repeat that'
behavior.



the other children also will behave in

that way.

Praise you give the children can be spoken or

unspoken. Spokelwords of praise are:

"I like the way you did that."

"Thank you for'helping me."

Unspoken praise is:

a pat'ilon the head

. hug

. a hand on the shoulder

Children differ in how they like to be praised.

Some children like to be hugged best. Fbr others,

praise is being told, "That was good."

Look for what you can praise as a child learns

a new skill. Perhaps she is learning to paste.

At first you might only be able to say, "Oh,

good, you pasted every piece.." Later you might

be able to say, "You.put the paste on very

neatly." Still later, perhaps you can say, "What

a beautiful design."

With a little effort and a lot of praise, you can

encourage children to behave well while making

them feel good about themselves.

Praising a group of threes, fours and fives for

appropriate behavior helps the children to like

themselves and eadh other as well:. Remember,

praise and encouragement-can be as simple as a

touch. Give-it Oftin.

Discourage Children see their actioos as "bad" if the outcome.

Inapioropriate is something thetribtetwant. These "not Wanted

Behavior outcomes" in a child care center can be the con-

. sequences of not following the rules. Perhaps

a child is using "mt.-so-nice" words. This is

normal and fairly common for.the preschool dhild.

When you ignore the words or the the child, the

child will not be getting the response he is

seeking. This will be effective in ending the

unwantedbehamior. Ignoring mewls not

in smway to those "notso-nice" words.
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Perhaps a child is playing noisily or unsafely
with a toy. An uammtredoutrode for the child
would be to have the toy taken away from her for
awhile. You might say, "I can't let you play
with the toys like this." Perhaps a child is
running and pushing other children. An unwanted
outcome for the child would be a time out from
all activity. mrime outs" are useful ways to
let a child calm down as well as being an unwanted
oUtcome far the unacceptablebebevior. Another
way of saying this is that some "outcomes" which
a child probably doesn't want and which will dis-
courage inappropriate-behaviar include:

Ignoring the child's-behavior

. withholding a toy or participation in a
favorite activity ,

. having the child take "time out" from all
activity

When we talk about inappropriate behavior, we
need to think why the behavior is inappropriate.
Cften it is because anoeher child will get hurt
or because it disrupts the group. It is easy to
exAain why these behaviors are unacceptable.
Bowever, why is it inappropriate to eat with one's
hands, or use swear words ot play with one's sex
organs in public? These are not hurting or dis-
rupting anyone. However, we are likely to"think
of these actions as inappropriate. In general,
American culture frowns on such behaviors, and
it could be embarrassing for the child to do any
of these in public. As a'caregiver, you must take
into oansideration and make the child aware of haw
our culture views theseaxtmmicrs so he will not
be embarrassed or put 'down by,others needlessly.

,LET YOUR CNN BEHAVIOR BE A.mODEL

Remember That You,Are The children are learning from you, as well as
AMIodel Whose Cpinian the other adults in their world, the ways that

/s Valued human beings are with each other. They are -
learning what is important and what is not. You
can be they admire and want to be like -
you

7
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Mat Kind Of
Model Are You?

ot-

41hmi the Ow. 11,11 like an3 achire a caregiver;

they will fo what he says. They. will value

his .praise and behave in a way to win that

praise. Children view you, as a likable

model ithen ycu are "J.. and friendly with them.

Men you make them f important and secure,

they will be open to y0u as the kind of
person they iaant to becare. ?glen they see that

you have fun in your job as a caregiver, they -
will enjoy being with you and being like you. -

th.ildren vied a caregiver as a trodel when he is

consistent in the rules he makes, flexible in

understanding new situations, and above aLl,

patient in new learning situaticins.

Finally, children view the caregiver as a good

model 4en he is honest about how he is feeling

are his feelings in his face, body, and

actionsk When he is angry, hi? face shows it;

viten he happy, he miles..

Check the behaviors below that you usually model

and decide.

Make a. check mark if you usually...

Question rather than tell.

Often say please and thanIc you.

Expfain an3 S11:74 how before expecting a child

to do a task.

Praise cnc caripliment, even for swill steps in

the right direction.

Answer questions when asked.

State "I was wrong" when you were.

Speak to children as politely as you speak

to adults.

Accept people who look and act differentlY:

Talic about others in positive terms.

Renember! No one is Rerfect. It's what You do

most of the time that counts.
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'fauna= =us IN
SETIIM 1414MS -2

. Some Often Asked Questions

And
Sitnaticns 11, Explore

HOW DO YOU HANDLE
DIFFICULT/BEMMORS
MN PPESCH9OLERS?

, ,)

Preschool children can understand and follow simple rules and limits.

They need to have these rules and limits reviewed often. Children of this

age like to please and reSpond very well to praise. If a child after be-

ing reminded of the rule does not follow it, then remove the child from

the activity and say, "Since you can't remeMber the rules, you may not

play here today. Perhaps you will remeMber the rules tomorrow, and then

yai nay play here."

A few children will try to get attention any way they can and will do

things to provoke you just to get attention. If a child hits another

child, pay attentiap,Afirst to the hurt child and then speak firmly, but

briefly, to.the child who hit. EXample: "In this roam, you nay not hit.

Sit in the 'time-out' chair until I tell you to getup." Have the child sit

in the "time-out" chair and then allow him to get up. Three or four minutes

is a long time to a preschooler. You nay have to deny the child certain

privileges such as sitting with the group at story time, building blocks,

or playing in water. If he Abuses a privilege, it should be denied him. ,

However, you Should never deny a child food as punishment, nor should

you reward him with fooa. Example: "If you don't take a 462. nap, you

can't have a snack," or "If you walk quietly into the roam fran the play-

ground, I'll give you a piece of candy." Food is something children need

\,--th have and it should not te made to seem extra special nor should it be

dallied as misbnt. .0

difficult midmost comfortable when they kriow what is

expected of them. The fewer the rules and the simpler they are, the

easier it will be for the children to follow them. Before you make a

rule, think: Is this a rule I can enforce easily? Will the children I

work with understand it? Is it a necessary rule? Children have trouble

remembering a long list of rules. Above all, remember, children thrive

on praise. They have a right to be respected and appreciated as individ-

uals.
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mu %CUM Yala
DO tE1 . .

Michelle is three years old. %bile yau are reading the group a story

you notice Michelle with her handO.nside her pants rubbing herself. How

would you handle this? Say:

10 /7Michelle, if you keep rubbing yourself,
you are going to get sore. Please put

both hands in your lap."

B. !Michelle, we don't play with ourselves
during sbary time. Now put your hands in

vz lap,1"

C. !Michelle, please put your hands' in your lap

during story time"

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page

7 6
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Eliza and Jban are almost five. Usually, they play well together, but

today you notice they are arguing over a puzzle. They both want the same

puzzle. What do you do to settle this argument?

A. Watch them and see if they can decide them-

selves what to ab about the puzzle.

B. Go over to them and say,_"Since you are -;

fighting over the puzzle, I'll put it away,

and each of you may choose another puzzle."

C. Ask which one had the puzzle first and give

it to that child. Help the other child find

another puzzle.

Answers Fran Answer A is not a godd solution because you are

Previous Page calling attention to what Michelle is doing.

Also, she may very weZZ have done this before

and did not get sore, so she won't understand

what you are taZking about.

AnsWer B is a poor choice because you may embar-

rass Michelle by calling the,other children's

attention to what she is doing. She also may

think that it is aZZ right to do this during

another group time when you are having music or

games. You are giving her the idea that it is

aZZ right except at story time.

Answer C is a better answer because you only are

asking.her to do what the other children have

been asked to do. You are not embarrassing her

or frightening her. It is best to ignore this

behavior unless it becomes very frequent, and

then you should discuss it with your supervisor.
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You have a group of 'three's, four's, and five's in your roam for a short

time in the morning. You see Maria and Lee, who are five, backing

Wilma - who is three - into a corner. Wilma looks frightened and begins

to cry. Bow do you handle this?

A. Tell Maria and Lee that they must not pick
on children younger than themselves and
to let Wilma go.

B. Tell Maria and Lee that frightening other
children is not allowed in your roam. Say,

"I want you to let Wilma find some friends
to play with and you two are to find some-
thing you would like to play with."

C. Tell Maria and Lee to leave Wilma alone and
tell Wilma that they were only playing
with her and that she shouldn't be afraid.

Answers Pram Choice A is best. At this age, children need

Previous Page to learn,ito solve their own problems. Let the

situatioA,lopontinue as long as physical fighting

doesn't break out. Often when left alone,

solve these problems themselves.

Choice B is not the wisest choice because you
are solving the problem for the children without
giving them a chance to pork it out fbr them-
selves. If Choice A fails, then try,this
answer.

Choice C is not a good solution because you are
putting yourselfin the middle. Both children
wial probably answer that they had the puzzle
first. Then you are stuck salving a problem
unsatisfactori.ly for one of the children, when
they might have solved it together in a way that
would have pleazed both them.
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Carlos swears at the other children and ycnivilen he is angry. He uses

swear words to call people names. You are afraid the other children will

pick up the words because Carlos is a leader in your group. Sow do you

handle this?

A. Tell Carlos you are going to have to talk
to his parents if he doesn't stop using '

those bad words.

B. Ignore Carlos when he swears and cmllq

people names. Praise him when he talks

nicely to the other children. Say,_"Carlos,

what a nice thing to say to Juan," or
"I like it whenyou say kind things like
that to people, Carlos."

C. Say, "Carlos, in this roam, we don't say
those words, and we don't call people
names., If you axe mad at someone, tell

them, 'I'm gad at you," or 'I don't like
it when you do that.' If you call ne or the
other children names again, you will have to

sit in the time out chair."

Answers Frart Choice A is not a good answer because it only

Previous Page says that picking on younger children is not

al/owed% It gives tha impression that picking
on children their own age is allowed%

Choice B is the best answer because you are
stating an overall ruZe. You are heZping Wilma

out of the situation and heZping aZZ three
children find something else to do.

Choice C is a poor choice because you are telling
Wilma sha shouldn't be afraid in a situation
which obviously would be frightening to most

three year olds. You ary giving aZZ three
children tha wrong impression.
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Answers Fran
Previous Paige

W."

Choice A is not the best answer because Carlos

wiZZ probably still use the "mot-so-nice" words

and hope you wiZZ forget to talk to his parents.

You may need to taZk to his parents eventuaZZy,

but threatening him with this wiZZ not work.

Choice B is not the best answer because in this

case Carlos has been using this Language for

some time and ignoring it will not heZp. Also,

the other children undoubtedly wiZZ pick up

the words if he is allowed to continue using

them. The second part of the answer is a good

idea because you are rewarding him for using

acceptable Language.

Choice C is the preferable solution because
you are giving CarZoe some other phrases to

use instead of the unacceptable ones. You are

also letting him know what wiZZ happen ifhs
continues to use Sad" Language. Combine

this choice with the second part ofOloice B
and you have a good chance of eliminating

'the unacceptable Language.
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choices is by making themi andLfinding out what .

happens. In the child's world there are many,
opportunities far choices to be made.

Making choices alloWs the preschooler to develop
self-oonfidewe. But this is true only-When
the choices' offered him are "poslitAms-cterices" -
choices between two positive experiehces or
objects. The caregivenreally is not giving the'
child a "positive choice" r. she says, "You
can either stop throwing or an stop
playing in the sanihax."

We can say things to actild so that it seems
like there is a choice when actually none exists.
Don't offer false choices to Children. I cate-.
giver must offer real choices, cboiceIich have
equal positive value - Igauld you likeyto play
with this puzzle or that puzzle?" 4ldren who
are allowed to make "positive choices taken
the first step in learning to make and tiust-
their own decisions.

Tiao many choices can be very confusing. to children.
If you say to a child, Nould you like to play
in the block area, the water table, or the bodk
corner?" you,are giving the child too many
.choices, and he may very well forget what the
first one was. It is safest to give a three-
and four-year-old child a choice between two
things. Five year olds are able to choose between
three things usually.

-

When giving choices to children, remember that
all the activities in the room should be open to
theawhether they are boys or girls. Girls like
to play with blocks and trucks, and boys like to
plwwith dolls and dishes. Allow children to
makechoices based on their interests, not on
their sex.

Showthildten The waythat youlas the caregiver, respond to
that You're th'etchad affectlicw much she wonders about .

Interested and --- -- the world. Be interested in what
the « *.o. has to say, in what the'tchild is doing.
Never belittle what the child does or says.

You may-wonder how to go about encouraging a
childlx)learn without actually vteaching" her.
It isn"t wrong to."teach,P We are always teach-
ing,Children things ways-to be bt behave, what
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is and isn't important. We point things out

or ask questions thatwill Stimulate curiosity.

These skills are mostly automatic. 14e do them

frnn hibit. It takes snie of that same automat-

ic and frequent response to encourage a child

in harm= learning. Let the child clecid,e %tat

-shipment* to learn, notice what that is, and then

encourage her as she takes the steps to learn it.

Endouragement is gentle guidande. Notice when a

,
child seems ready to learn something, perhaps

tying her shoes, and then encourage her as she

tries to do it.

EN:CORAGE TV:24 TO

TALK AIM' THEIR =MS

Value What
Children Say

Talk With
ChildrenNot

At Them

Chilleen explore new Ideas and activities both

by doing then and by talking about them. Encour-

. -age the children to share and talk aboutAnet

they are doing. Choose some activities

kremfwill emcourage the children to talk

each othei and with yciu.

The caregiver must value children's conversations

with eadh other. You let thanknow you think

their conversations are important by,not inter-

rtpting or interfering. You alsolet know

their conversations are important by

to them ihen theytalkwith you.and by

Talking irlth thildre will do nuch to help them

_learn. Sometimes we wonder what to tcalk abokit,

with these-little pe4le: Mere are a fed ideas.

You alumys cantalicwith, children about what they

see, hear, toudh andrsmell. You:can talk about

- what is happening at the moment, events and

activities in the center, and even sometimei how

they feel aboaltwhat is happening. Childreft enjoy

shmringythat they've done or are planning to do.

/01 you can Share with them what Ibu haye done

or are planning to do;

1 Listening is one ofrthe most important skills

the caregiver can develop. Listenipg means pay-

ing attention to %tat children say &Id really
trying to underst3nd then. Children can come up

with some Fausual. ideas, Ideas which might seem

siLlycx. Let them talk about these

"things ,ln.talking, theywill be testing

A-7
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cut Ideas, measuring them against the scrld and
learning 41ft/harks or what doesn't icirk.

Especially when a child is excited or weei,
ten to ',bat he tells yoi. Lietening acesn't
mean that you have.to agree with %tat you hear or
that You have to care up with an answer or salt-
ticti. Listening means that ycti are really trying
to hear what the child is saying.

Repeating what the child says - or utat you think
he means to say - tells the child you are listen-
ing. It also will help hint to better tmderstand
what he has just said.
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iEAT WO= YCU
CO . .

Lance seems to be having trouble settling down and finding something po

do. Se asks you what he can do and you suggest paaying in the block

corner. He rejects that idea. Wwwhat do you do? Say:.

A. "Lance, I went you to paay in the block

corner far five minutes then you may

chogekTother activity."

B. *Lance, you may go to the puzzle table or

the water table. Choose one of those two

activities."

C. "I don't knawl4hat you want to do, Lance.

There are lots of activities to choose frun.

Just pick one."

6

Anmers On Batt=
_Next Of Page
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At sharing time in the five-yeati,old room, Joey tells about a walk he

and his father took in,the woods. joey says they saw a lion and a tiger

and an elephant. The other children say that Joey is lying. What do'

you do? Say:

)

A. "I think it might be fan to have seen those

animals. Let's think of some other things

you would like to see on a walk in the

. woods."

B. "Joey, I think that is a pretend story

a real story. It's fun to pretend, isn't

it?"

C. "Joey isn't lying, boys and girls. He is

just telling us the animals he would haVe

liked to see in thewoods. Now tell us what

you reaUy saw, Joey."

1

Answers From Choice A is not a wise choice bicause you are

Previous Page insisting Lance play with blocks which he's

already ilejected.

Choice B is the best answer because obviously

Lance is having trouble making a-choice. By

,

limiting his choices to two, you are heZping him

focus on ah activity without dictating what to

do.

Choice C is not a good solution because you are

telling Lance you don't know how to heZp him ,

and that he is on his own. Children do need

your heZp.
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Steven is three years oId. You are ccncerned because he does not use

sentences -only phrases. Steven comes up to you and says, "I play

blocks?" Whatiemild you say?

A. *Yes, Steven, you may play with the blocks."

B. "Steven, say, 'May I play with the

Then you nay play with them."

C. "Steven, you can talk better than that.

Now ask me again the right way."

Answers Fran. Choice A is the best choice because you are

Previous Page accepting Joey's story and expanding the idea

to incZude the whole group. EVeryone gets a

chance to use their imaginations.

Choice B is all right but does not allow the

other children to use their imaginations. It

outs off what could be a creative time for

the group.

Choice C is not the best answer because it "puts

down" Joey's story, in addition to discouraging

imagination in the other children.
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Cindy and Bobby are playing in the houserner. Bobby is holding a doll

and giving it a bottle. Bobby's father comes in and is unhappy to see

Bobby playing with a doll. When he asks you about this, what can you say

to him2

A.. "This is the first time I have seen Bcbby

playing with a doll. Usually he plays with

- 'boy-toys' like trucks."

B. "I imagine that Bobby is the father and

Cindy, the mother. Bobby is giving the

baby a bottle just as many fathers give

their real babies a bottle."

C. "I wouldn't worry.if I were you. Bobby is-

all boy, and playing with a doll once in a

while won't hurt him."

Answers From Choice A is the correct answer because you are

Previous Page repeating Steven!a/request by using a complete

sentence - filling in the words which ha has

omitted. Since he is only three, this will give

him some correct words to use and help him to

speak in sentences.

Choice B is not the best solution because Steven

oay,never say, Nay I play with blocks?" and

you have indicated that he may not p/ay with tha

blocks until he does say the sentence. A child

can become frustrated having to repeat conversa-

tions when he has omitted words. IP he becomes

frustrated, he might decide it is easier not to

talk at'all, and this is of no heZp.

Choice C is a pdor choice because you are embar-

rassing Steven and not hel.ging him learn the

correct words.
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Answers ,Fran
Previous Page

Answer A is a'poor.choice because you are giving
Bobby's f4ther.the idea that feaing a baby is
not a masculine thing to do.

Answer B is the preferable solution becauSe you
are helping Bobby's father realise that.both

f4thers 4nd mthers feed babies and that BobbY
'is practicing a father role.

Answer C is not a good idea because-again you

arm reenforcing the idea that only girls should

play with dolls.
.



IEW MN YOU LEX
PRESCEICOLERS pant

TERT SCHEME CARES?

PAY ATTENIMI TO FEELINGS

At,

.fr-

Here is a,short story that reilly happened to, .

a,presctrol girl utlo needed to feel "cared for."'
Read the stozy,and then try to imagine ydu are
the caregiver and fill in the lines belaa.

-

He Amore It is 8:30 a.m: in the 'preschool rodm at the

Of Your Own -child care center. This is fair-year-old

Reacticns Jenny's first day back at the'denter since her
Mother's death one week ago. Since arrivingt-,

this morning, Jenny hasi played with'the tabletdp

,tcys and has not spbken to anyone.. You now
notice she, is playing and.talking WithAuzy
in'the housekeeping corner.'.Moving closer,
you hear .72:1nY saY, "You be°the mother. Lie

down, You are dead." Suzy lies dawn on the
floor and Jenny stares intently at her.. Tears
begin to faun in her eyes and she says to Suzy,

"Wake up; I want my break.last." Suzy =times
to lie quietly an the floor and Jenny repeats

her demand. When she does not get up, Jenny

kicks her. Suzy then begins to cry and says*.

"You said I was dead."

f-4

I feel

I probably would
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E£ELING SCALE

Now that you have written down your feelings and actions in this situation,
read the following stateuents about handling feelings. Check either
"Agree or "Disagree" in the lines f011owing each statettent. Later on
you will have a chance to think about these statements again:

1. When a child is crying,
tell her to stop crying
so you can discuss
what she is crying about.

2. Adults should share their
feelings with children.

3. Children should be allowed
to talk about how they
feel.

4. When a child is feeling
frightened or sad, making
him smile or laugh wi.L1.-)nake

him feel better.

5. When a child feels sad,
expressing your concern
for his feelings is helpful.

6. Adults should help their
children handle their
problems by telling them
what to do. -..

-162- 92
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What you think about "feeling"ip4nd haw you dhow

a child you "care," have a great deal to do with

each other. You can't pretend to feel compassion

and caring and expect that the child will believe

you. /Cut must actually feel it and dhow it. All

children need to feel that they are cared for,

that you care for them. Iro feel cared for will-

make the child feel important.

He Sensitive To, Miach of children's development during the

Children's preschool years depend on how they see them-

Self-images selves. Tommy likes to play on the climbing ,

bars. He can climb to the top without help".

When he sits on top of the bars he is pleased

with himself and hisiporld. He sees himself

as someone who can do what he sets auk, do.

The child of three wants to do everything well.

He is busy trying out ihe world. ,The child of

loir wants to do everything twide as weal.

He becomes frustrateileben things don't go

right for him. The child of five can be a

"daredevil." He will try things just to see

how they will work.

At these ages children develop'lelf-images
by doing things to answerquestions =has
these:.

"Am I strong enough to do that?"

"Can I make it work?"

"Cala I run fast?"

"Do others like me?"

Children are like scientists. Theywonder about

themselves and their world and then test the

world and themaelves by doing things. Theylearn

by doing.

The caregiver needs to be patient and offer

encouragement as the childworks through these

self-image "tests." Hy being patient with

children and encouraging them, you show them

atiMpassion.

Pay Attention To. Prescilool children have zany concerns and fears.

Things That Their world still is largely mysterious to then

Wbrry'rnem anl they are only beginning to figure it out.

Clten they are not able to tell the differnce

between a dresm and reality or neke-believe and
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Pay Attention To
;tat The Child'
"Says" Without

Using Words

e;

Talk lb Parents
About Their Comerns

,

..,

reality. They might be afraid of dogs or other
animals, of the dark, of thunder and lightening,
or of nnnsters. They :night be. oo1pcerned about
the possible death of a parent o of being away
from their parents. Time seems much larger to
a child. And %tat may be only "a little while"
for an adult, seems forever to a child. They
might be oxicerned about people who look
different. They wonder "What happened to then?"
and; "Will it also happen to me?"

Children of this age act out--these fears in
their dreams and in their play. This is one
way they have of gaining control over the
-unkrnwn.

People express thenselves not only -through vaards
but also in the way they move their-bodies, the
way they interact with others, and the vey that
they talk. The caregiver nust be wart of the
hbole child. Watch the child with your.ears
and with your eyes. Ask yourself:

what is the child doing?

what is she feeling?

what is 4:e hearing?

how dces she like to be praised?

when do I need to enoourage and' praise/

." what :is she learning to do now?

Often parents either sense or experience the
child'i worries. A mother might remark that
she vas up three tires last night because Tina
was having nightmares. A parent might 1;e:

ccncerned, puzzled or even angry because her
child is starting to ;snit the bed.

Parents often have few places to go to get advice
about their children's behavior. They ray
express their ooncerns about a child's fears and
even ask you for advice. This is the time to
listen carefully to the parent. You will be
learning useful information about the child,
information you can use to help you understana
the child. If the parent asks for advice, you
can direct the parent to the supervisor or
director 'for help. 1

t......
st
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HELP anizsm ME ABOUT THEIR CCNCEIINS

7

Let 'The Child Know
That You Care

3')

Childzen, too, need a chance to talk about what

concerns them, about theirworries and things

that they feel stronglyabout. You can show the

child that you care about him by listening care-

fully When he states It concernor marry. Often

it is wise to suggest to the chilif that he tell

mother or daddy about his worries.

If the concern is about the parent, listen care-

fully to the child, and then repartwhatimas said

to the director.= supervisor if it seems serious.

He then can take the appropriate action if there

is a need. Sometimes-the child's fantasies have

made his world more than he can handle.

It is important that children f:eel gOOd about who

they are and how they are. Let the child know

that you care for her just the way,She is. Prac-

ticelseeing each child as a special person - there

is no cne-else exactly like her.

When achild empressesworries or concerns or

tells you of a trouble, listen with empathy.

.Fhpethy is feeling with the child. It lets the

child knag you care. Pity is rarely helpful. ,

Pity is feeling for the child. Children are not

pitiful creatureit-They are strong yet sensitive

human beings.

Caring for a child means having the willingness

to-learn fraa her, .to understamdlber point of

view, and to see how the world looks through her

eyes. There is a sOecial treat for thecaregiver

who can do this. A child's view of the world is

of wonder. All things are new. When you

tryto see the world fran the child's point of

view, you, too, will begin to see the wcmder of

the world.

Don't Feel That Many timesvhgn'children talk to us about their

You Mist:Have 'feelings or troubles, we believe we must have

All The Answers same answer for them or dome solution to their

problem. But most of the time what a chillwants

is to feel understood, to feel that you have.

t. really heardwhat he has said. Sometimes all

'
yi6u need to do is say again but in a slightly

-165-
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different way what the child-has said to.you.
When a child feels undersbood, he is free to/
move on to other concerns. He also will try
to un3ersta4A others.

A caregiver shows_she-is understanding by the
expression on her fabe. Do you look into the
child's eyes when he talks? The caregiver shows
she is listeninej by the yaw she respondswith
both wards and_body. Do you touch- the child
often? Do you run off tt, do something else
in the middle of his sentence?.

IET UMW MCI
THAT* THEIR FEELINGS ARE ACCEPINEZ

6

Everyone has feelings. They are our reSponses
bo what happens to.us in thewarld. Peelings
are neither godd nor 11401. They sinply.
Ybu can show a child compassion by the way
you respond to his feelingsk Be understanding
with all of the child's feelings, the sad

404and angry ones as well as the happy onest
Recognize hay a child is feeling and talk
about that with the child.

You can talk about other's feelings, too, with
childrei. Pictures, other children, a =vie -
all are useful for talking about feelings.
Children need to learn that others feel angri,
sad and diSamointed as %ell as happy and jokful.

Theparegiver'can talk ablaut feelings, too. :

This-is cne way children learn that it is all
right to talk about feelings. Ybu can say
things. like, "I feel disappointedWhen you break
the rule." Or you, can say, "Today I'm feeling
tired.(ar happy). One way to talk about
feedings is to use the words "I feel." If you
are not used to talking about feelings this
will help you get off to a sood start.

It is inciortant to talk about feelings with
children. This helps ihem learn about and
understand their emotions. It also heipis'them

, find apcirprimmiasys to express their emotions.'

Put Yburself In The ScnetimeS we feel awkward or uncomfortable
Child's Place talking aboUt feelings or encouraging a,child
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Be Flexible

p.

care center establishes the rules needed
to Rrotect the Ohildren and to keep the center
a safe and happy place. 14hen a'dhild comes to
yva with a proiblenvthat is the result of one
cd the rules, really listening to her does not
mean that you breik the rules for that child.
However, after listening,to the problem from the
child's point of view, it may seem that you could
bend the rtle a little without being inconsistent.
If it seems that.this is one of those times that
the rule should be changedy explain to the chil-
dren what you are doing and why you are doing it.
Don't be afraid that they will lose respect for

' you. They will be learning to be flexible and
thou4htful just as you are being. By being con-
siderate, you let the childrenkncw that you are
concerned and that you understand them. You!show
them that you care.

Now that you have read about some ways to help
children-with their feelings, lodk at the next
page and try the feeling SCALE again.

4
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FEEL= SCALE

.Have your feelings.changed? Answer these ssne statements again --either

/ "Agree" or "Disagree." Then turn the page amd look at our answers and

reascos for theie answers. Ybu may vent to iurn heck to page 95 to siee

your own answers'have changed.

1. When a child is crying, ,

tell her to stop crying
so you.can discuss what

she is crring.about.'

'2. Adults should share their
_ feelings with children.

3. Children shaUld be illcwed

to talk about how they

feel

AGREE DISAGREE

=le

4. When children are feeling
frightened or bad, peking
the children smile or laugh
cirill."make them feel better.

5. When a Child feels sad,
egprese#4, your concern for

his feelings is helpful.

6. Adults shcAildbelp children.

handle their,prohlems by
telling them what to do.
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baR ANSWERS '10 THE FEEL= SCALE

Sere axe our.answers and cur anal thoughts. libtad you ri feel and act
the same way towards Jaw cn her first day back at the child cam cehter?

/7

YES tla

1. When a "child is crying, tell her to stop crying
so you can discuss what she is crying about.

.x

A child needs to relieve feelings through crying.
Let the child cry. Discussion is not useful at
this point in time.

2. Adults should shdre their feelings with children. lO r7

If adulti share their feeling with children,
the childleti will learn that having feelings
and expressing then is all* right.

3. Children Should be allowed to talk about how they feel. X

When children feel free to talk about their feelings
with an understanding adult, they are able'to
relieve the pressure they feel. They also gain an
understanding about how they really do feel.

4. When children are feeling frightened or sad, making
the children smile,or laugh will make them feel better.

X

Children, likelsdults, need to express the feelings
they are having. If they are told to smile or laugh
when they don't want t6 smile or laugh, they may believe
that unhappy, sad or angry feelings ars not acceptable.

5. When a child feels sad, expressing your concern for his X
feelings is helpful.

Letting,a child know that you are concerned about him
and his sad feelings gives him a good feeling about
his relationship with you.

6.. Adults should help children handle their problems by X
telling thanAhat to do.

Children heed to be given the opportunity to solve
their awn problems. If they are not able to find a
solution, it is helpful if an understandihgsadult
suggests two or three,ideas from which to choose.
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BUILD= SPX= IN
EXPRESSIM CSIME

,CCNCEI;;N_

. . . Some Oftenitskedlluestions
And

Situations To Explore

HOW CAN YOU HELP CHILDREN

HANDLE PROBLEMS?

Often preschoolers need help finding the "r:Whtwcmds" to use in handling

their problems with other-children. Listen carefully as the child tent

you about the problem. Repeat the problem as you have heard the child

state it. If he says you are correct, but has no ideas of ways to deal

with it, suggest a few short phrases that he might say to handle the pro,-

blemwith the other child. In same instances, you micfilt have to help

the child by explaindmighis situation to the other children involved.

Whenever vossible, allow the child to solve his own prcblem, after he hab

talkedwith you. Part of caring is listening to the.problem, acknowledg-

ing that it is a proihremandLwmicing togetherwith the child to find a

solution. Let the child kriow you care about his feelings and are willing

to help him.
4
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WHAT WOULD YOU
DO IF . . .

Abby, who is four, comes to you crying and saying, "Nobody likes me,

nobody will play with me." You know Abby is Shy and doesn't asdert

herself with other children. How do you handle this? Say:

A. '"Abby, I'm sure that isn't true.- You are

a very sweet little girl. Why don't you

go play with Sue? She'll he your friend."

B. "AbbY. I like you. Come on, I'll play

with you at the Water. table. We'll have

0 lots of fun."

C. "Abby, did you ask the children if you

could play? I'll bet they don't know you

- would like to play with them. Decide where

you want to play and then go and say,

'May I playwith you?' I'd like you to try

that."

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page

4



Jose, who is three, comes to you and says Lucille called him a stinkpot.

How do you handle this? Say:

A._ "Jose, did you say to Lucille, 'My name is

Jose and I don't like it when you call me'

stinkpot'? I think you should go to her and

tell her that."

B. "Jose, I'll take care of Lucille. You go and

play." Make sure that Jose sees you 'scolding

Lucille so he knows you are on his side,.

C. "Lucille, go sit in the time out chair

until you can talk nicely. Little girls

don't say naughty words like that."

Answers Fran Choice A is not the best'answer because you

Previous Page haver4't helped Abby assert herself% You've

given hbr no words to use to let Sue know she

wants to play with her.

Choice 13 is a poor choice because Abby needs to

play with her peers and learn to assert herRelf%

She doesn't need to play with the teachers.

Choice C is the beat solution becauss you have

given Abby some idea as to why the children

didn't play wi,th her, in addition to allowing

her to decide where she would like to play:

You also have given her words to use to heZp

hem get involved with the other chiZdren.
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You overhsarTami and dheryl talking and Cheryl says, "Tami, I have a

daddy. VW don't you have a daddy?" Tami seems uwanfortable and lost

for urirds. What can puck). to help? Say:

A. "Cheryl, I don't think Taniwants to talk

about that. My dan't you two girls go

play with the bloCks."

B. "Cheryl, there are 'many kinds of families.

'Some faailies have a daddy and a nanny

and children. Some families have a moony

and children. Some have a daddy and

children. There are different kinds of

families but they all love each other."

C. "Cheryl, don't tease Tani, just because she

doesn't have a daddy. That's not nice,

and you'll nake Tami feel badly. Now go

PlaY,

Answers Fran
Previous Page

4

Choice A is the best choice because you are

helping Jose learn to take care of situations

hint-self. Also, Lucille is being told by a peer

how he feels and this m6y give her an idea of

how to handle a like situation if it happens

to her.

Choice B solves nothing because You have ignored

Jose's problem and given "attention to Lucille.

Neither child is learning'anything from your

actions.

Choice.0 pays no attention to Jose and may even

give both children the idea that boys can say

naughty words but girls can't. Neither child

is being helped to settle the situation by

themselves.

-179-
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Answrs Fran
Previous Pwge

Choice A doesn't heZp either girl and may make

Tami even more confUsed about her family

situation.

Choice B is the best solution because you

are giving the girls information they haven't

had befOre and making them,both feel o.k. about

their families.

Choice C is not a wise choice because Cheryl

may..not have meant to be crueZ, just curious.

You have scolded her for,no reason. You also

have made Tamileel badly and probably ficrther

conficsed her about her family situation.

-181-
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A POSTVIEW

Here are some new situations with possible ways of handling them. Circle

the answer you think is correct now that you have worked through this

module. You can find out how much.you have learned about your role as a

caregiver in a child care center by comparing your choice of answerswith

our answers (see page 191).

AS AN INFORMED CAREZIVER,
WHAT %cup YOU
DO IF . .

1. Carrie, who is three, is haviny trodole taking turns on the climbing

bars. She doesn't want to waitt for the other children in'line to

have a turn and always cuts ih front. How can you help Carrie learn

to take turns? As a caregiver, you say:

A. "Carrie, yoa will get'your turn, but the other childrmuust have

a turn, too. First, climb up and down the bars, then go to the

end of the line and wait like all the other children." Stay with

Carrie long enough to see that she will take turns.

B. "Carrie, I want you to take turns. It is Nancy's turn now, then

it will be Tbny's, and then it will be yours again. Be sure you

wait your turn."

C. since you don't seen to want to take turps, go play

else until you learn to take turns. In this roam, all

children must take turns."

At nap time Josh's ear begins to drain. He cries and tells you his

ear hurts. As a caregiver,you:

A. Ask one of the caregivers in your roam to watch your group. Take'

JoSh to the isolation roan and ask him to lie down while you call

his parents.

B. Wash out his ear and ask Josh to lie down. Ask the other care-

givir to watch your group while you go to,get the director.

C. Coestion h#11 about previous illnesses. Tell the other children

to playwhile you speak with Josh.

lVb
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3. Carlos is a talkative tour year old. You notice that recently he has

begun to stutter when he is telling you or the group eamething. As
a caregiver, you:

A. Say, "Carlos, talk more slowly and we.will be'able to .understand
what you are saying. YOU talk so well. Take your time, now." ,

B. Say, "Boys and girls, I think Carlos 'is trying to tell Us4about
his trip. Is that right, Carlos? Nag start again, CarlOs, and
tell us 'what you want to say."

C. Listelpatiently to Carlos.'Allcur him to take the time he needs
to tell the group what he wants to, sak.

4. TobY is playing with the other ohildrensoutside., He runs at'top,speed
towards the opposite end of the playground. Along the way he stumbles

4 -and falls - skinning his knee. When he begins to cry, John and David
tease him. He comes to you fbr help. As3a caregiver, you: .,,

A. Wipe away his tears.and Make him feel grown-up by saying:"Tieby,
you're a big boy now - so stop crying."

/. ,

B. Say, "It's okay to cry, Toby. I know it hurts a lot. Next time,
slow down. That might keep you from falling."

/ C. gay, "Tdby, I know it hurts, but you needto learn to be tough
like the bther boys.." -

I 5. Juan, who IA five, is new to the area. His parents both wiork so he
comes tp the cettew alter his first day of kindergarten. 'He loOks

(tired 4nd scared. How can you help'him adjust to a new group fok
) the second time in ope daY? ;

,

A. Tell Juan that you are glad he has come to the center,and that you -..

lomhewill make friends soon.

Bi Take Juan tg a table and ask if he wculd like to draw a picture or'
: look at a b6ok. After he has had time to geE settled and observe

the group, take him to an area where a small group of other chil-
dren are playing and introduce him.

C. Greet JUan at the door and tell him he may play anywhere ,that4le
chooses. Alla/him to walk' . the room and observe until he
wants to join a group of chi .

-184-
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4. Cindy, v* is4 and a halfk'is deockba-a picturejbf her pets.

When you,askher ten you about her"picture, she proudly points

to a red cat and blue aocif.,,,what do you say to CiAr?

A. "Cindy, yo6. love yourdog"and cat very.Much to haverdrawn

them so

B. -"Igir;dy, I y like your:drawing, bui I've never'seen a red

cat or a blue dog."

C. mihat's a nice drawing, Cindy, but are your cat and dog really

those colors?" "
4 -

7, Leigh, who has just had her third birthday, has been eating, irost.of

the strakberry pud4in4 which was to be.used for finger painting.

4. AAA caregiver/40iu saY:

A. "Leigh," you really must like stragberry pudding."

B. "Leigh, the pOdding,is for painting, not eating."

C., "Leigh, tat pitting stre of the puddihg on,your fingers and paint-

ipg'with it.'

8. Kay, age five, is Playing with,a set of "jacks." She continually fails
to catdh the small ball. As a caregiver, you:

A. Give Kay a "slightly bigqerball. Suggest "that7she use'rit to play

"jacks."

-.'

B. Tell Kay that you had trouble'learning'to play."jacs" when you

were heeage. Tell her,to'continue to try.

C. Tell Kay to put'the "jack:" set away for today. Say thaeyou will
". A

play catch with her, instead. :

OL
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.10. .flobbie, four years old, is at the art table trying to cut pieces of
paper to paste on another sheet of paper.. You notice that he is
becoming very frustrated. As a caregiver, you:

A. Gd over to Robbie and tell him that you will cut the pieces of
paper flarhimand he can paste them.

A

9. Williei age three ancra half, comes from-a family withothree older
brothers and no sisters. Cin his first dayrat the center he is
carefallywedxidng"Brenda go through the routine of using the toilet.
Ha-comes up to yduand asks, "Why doesn't Brenda have a bottcm like
me?" As a caregiver, yoU should say:

A. "Brenda is a girl, and girls are just different frcm boys."

B. / bet one of your older brothers can answer your
9peition. Ask thanidien you get home."

I, can see that you are really interested in Brenda.
Bight now, though, you need4to wash your-hands.'"

B. Tell Robbie to make sure he is holding the scissors properly,
then let him Itry cutting aga.y, on his cwn.

.4,

Show Bobbie how to hold the scissors. Then hold the paper for
him until he is able to handle the scissors sucbessfully.

11. Allison always pushes herself to the first of the line when going to
the large muscle activitrrcon.v. She just has done this again. As
a Caregiver, you say:

A. "All.iscri, you would not like someone to push in front of you and
neither do the cther children. If you do it again, you mist go
to the end of the line."

B. "Allisgn, since you,cut in on the line, you must be Last. Go to
the end of the.line."

C. "Allison, how would you like it if someone pushed their way in
front of you? Now go to the end of the line and think about it."
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12. &Joy, age three, will not remove her sils for a nap lecause she has

holes in her socks, 'the older children have teased her abwt2this.

As a caregiver, you say:

A. "Boys and girls, everycme is not fortunate enough to have new

gooks to wear."

B. "Rtioy, can you tell the boys and girls that you dcn't like to be

teased about yam socks?"

C. °Ruby, you can take both your shoes and socks off, if you wish.
,

13. Sarah, a new child at the centir, has been watching the other children

play cn the playground. She appears to 'wait to involverself in

the play. As a caregiver, you say:

A. "Sarah, a sivinig is empty and you may use it or you might like to

'ride ene of the trtikes that is, not being used. 4ti.i.ch cne Naould

you like to aor

B. "Sarah, there are mny things to do on our playground. thcose
sanething you wish to Inlay."

C. "Sarah, I kncw it iS difficult to decide what to play. Here is

a ball to bounze."

14. Jaimy is riding a irike against the firm of t:ra.ffic cn the trike path.

You are afraid he will collifie with another child. As a' caregiver,

you say:

ofo A. "Jairkeir, turn around, and ride with the traffic or you will have

to get off the trike."

B. "Jaimy, turn your trike around and go the same directicn as the

other children cn the trike path. This way no one will:get hurt."

C. "Jairay, try rixlim ycur trike in the sarne directicn as the other
children. If ycn cannot do that, you my not ride a trike."

%ow
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15. Win, who is five, is cutting Out a paper pumpkin with the rest of
'4 the group: Biz scissors slip and he cuts into the middle 'of the

FLupkin. Se begins to cry. As a caregiver, what dp you. do?

A. Say to Kevin that the pumpkin will look all right even if it
isniat round, and ask him to.ccntime cutting carefully.

B. Say to Kevin that-a:Kass= often slip and ask him if he would
like another pumpkin to cut. Stay nearby to help if he peems
to, be having a problem cutting.

Say to Kevin he shalldhave been more careful and that maybe
he can netke another pumpkin at home and cut it out.

16. Rita, a three year old, refers to herself as Nita." As a caregiver,

SC.

you:

A. Spwkwith Rita's parents aiocut their daughter's need ellr speech
therapy.

B. Correct Rita eadh'time she mispronounces her name..

C. Should realize that Rita will piChably be able to pronounce the
"R" in her name as she becomes older.

17. Anna, who is four years old, has been drawing a picture of a girl.
She Abowd you the drawing proudly, but you notice that she has not
given the.girl in the picture any feet or ears. What do you say to
Anna?

A. "I like your picture, Anna., but how will the girlwalk or hear
what people are saying? Do you think she needs sidle feet and
some ears?",

B. Look at her picture, then ask her if it is all right if you
add sauethii to it. If she agrees, you add the feet and ears
so that she is aware that they have been left out.

C. Comment positively on Anna's drawing as it is - "Anna, What
pretty colors you have used in your drawing."

-188-
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18. 4att, a threle-:and-a-/f-year-old-boy, has just finidhed painting

a picture. Although you are not certain, his painting looks like

a horse. Be has brought it to you for approval/ and wants you to

hang it on the wall. You say: -

A. 101h, Matt,..Inoticeahw-long you\IWI5ii;ei ,on your painting. Mat

is it suppoeed to be?"

B. liatt, that's a very good horse you have painted. I widh I could

paint as well as you. Let's hang it here.

C. "Ch, Matt, I noticed how long you worked an your Painiting. It

will look nice up here with all the other paintings.

19. Following a very active outside play activity you have chosen to -

have a quiet activity, listening to the record, "Peter and the

Gena, age three, oontinues to run around the roam, although

the other children are quietly listening to the record. As a care-

, giver,-you say:

A. "Gena, it is time to quiet down and listen to a record. Come

and sit down with me. We will listen together."

B. "Gena, sit down and listen. You are disturbing the other children."

C. "Gana, Ikccre it is hard to stop running and quiet down on such

a beautiful day. I will let you be the first one outside after .

lunch if you are quiet and listen to the record."

20. It, is rest time in the preschool rood. Lee keeps humming to himself,

and this is keeping the other children from resting. You have ignored

this behavior, but the humingcxrftimues. As a caregiver, you:

A. Welk over to Lee's.cot and tell him to quiet down.

B. Go over to Lee's cot and say, "Lee, please rest without humming.

Your humming disturbs the other children. Rest time is a quiet

time."

C. Walk over to Lee's cot and say, "Many of the other children

are very tired and need to rest. If you are not quiet, I will

put you on a cot in a place by yourself."

J
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OUR ANSWERS

Situaticn 1 A

Situaticn 2 A

Situaticn 3 C

Situaticn 4 B

Sitilatiai 5 B

Situaticn 6 A

Situaticn 7". C

Situaticn 8 A

Situaticn 9 A

Situat4cn 10 C

gituatiat 11

Situaticn 12 C

Situaticn 13 A

Sithaticn 14 B

Situat, Jai B

Situaticn 16 C

Situatice. 17 C

Situation 18 C

Situaticn 19 A

Situaticn 20 B

113
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